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Symbolic coding for linear trajectories in the regular octagon
John Smillie∗ Corinna Ulcigrai†
Abstract
We consider a symbolic coding of linear trajectories in the regular octagon with opposite
sides identified (and more generally in regular 2n-gons). Each infinite trajectory gives a cut-
ting sequence corresponding to the sequence of sides hit. We give an explicit characterization
of these cutting sequences. The cutting sequences for the square are the well studied Stur-
mian sequences which can be analyzed in terms of the continued fraction expansion of the
slope. We introduce an analogous continued fraction algorithm which we use to connect the
cutting sequence of a trajectory with its slope. Our continued fraction expansion of the slope
gives an explicit sequence of substitution operations which generate the cutting sequences of
trajectories with that slope. Our algorithm can be understood in terms of renormalization
of the octagon translation surface by elements of the Veech group.
1 Introduction
In this paper we give a complete characterization and an explicit description of the symbolic
sequences which arise in coding bi-infinite linear trajectories on the regular octagon. The basic
definitions and questions addressed are explained in §1.1. The corresponding question in the case
of the square gives rise to Sturmian sequences. These were considered by [Chr75] and [Smi77] in
the 1870’s, by Morse and Hedlund [MH40] in 1940 and by many authors since then (see [Arn02]
for a contemporary account). Sturmian sequences are interesting because of their geometric
origin but are also of interest because they give the simplest non-periodic infinite sequences (see
[CH73]). The idea that the regular octagon and the square share some special property that
might make their analysis easier first appears in the work of Veech [Vee89]. Veech showed that
the regular octagon and the square are both examples of lattice polygons (see section §3).
The relation between the direction of a trajectory on the square and the symbol sequence is
made by means of continued fractions (see e.g. [Ser85b], [Rau96]). We will make the connection
between symbol sequences and directions of trajectories in the case of the octagon using an
appropriate version of the continued fraction algorithm. It is a classical fact that continued
fractions are related to the Teichmu¨ller geodesic flow on the modular surface [AF91, Ser85b].
Our continued fraction algorithm is closely connected to the Teichmu¨ller geodesic flow on an
appropriate Teichmu¨ller curve that plays the role of the modular surface. A type of continued
fraction algorithm for the octagon was introduced by Arnoux and Hubert ([AH00]). Our algo-
rithm is different from that of Arnoux and Hubert in its details though similar in spirit. The
dynamics of our continued fraction algorithm is also connected to the coding of this type of
geodesic flow introduced by Caroline Series [Ser91].
As Sturmian sequences also code orbits of rotations, the symbolic sequences that we consider
give also a coding of a class of interval exchange transformations. While multi-dimensional
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Figure 1: A linear trajectory in the octagon.
continued fractions have been successfully used to analyze the space of all interval exchange
transformations since the work of Rauzy and Veech [Rau79, Vee82], the challenge in the case of
the octagon is that the corresponding interval exchange transformations constitute a family of
measure zero. Our renormalization scheme allows us to obtain a characterization of the symbolic
sequences coding this family.
We begin the paper with a discussion of the case of the square and Sturmian sequences,
see §1.2. This will serve to introduce key ideas and methods that we will use in the case of the
octagon. Our treatment of this case is similar to that of Series [Ser85b] but has the novel feature
that it does not make use of the fact that the universal cover of the torus is R2. We formulate
our main results for the octagon in §2. Their proofs are presented in the following sections. We
end the paper with an analysis of the coding of trajectories for all regular polygons with an even
number of sides, §6. Veech showed that these are also lattice polygons.
1.1 Cutting sequences: definition and questions
Linear trajectories in the octagon. Let O be a regular octagon. The boundary of O
consists of four pairs of parallel sides. We define a correspondence between points in opposite
sides by using the isometry between them which is the restriction of a translation. We define
a linear trajectory in direction θ to be a path which starts in the interior of the octagon and
moves with constant velocity vector making an angle θ with the horizontal, until it hits the
boundary at which time it re-enters the octagon at the corresponding point on the opposite side
and continues traveling with the same velocity. For an example of a trajectory see Figure 1. In
this paper we will restrict ourselves to bi-infinite trajectories, i.e. trajectories which do not hit
vertices of the octagon and thus are well defined as time tends to ±∞. In a forthcoming paper
we will deal with the case of saddle connections.
Cutting sequences. We now describe a symbolic coding for trajectories. Let us label each
pair of opposite sides of the octagon O with a letter of an alphabet A = {A,B,C,D} as in
Figure 1.
Definition 1.1.1. The cutting sequence c(τ) associated to the linear trajectory τ is the bi-
infinite word in the letters of the alphabet A , which is obtained by reading off the labels of the
pairs of identified sides crossed by the trajectory τ as time increases.
Example 1.1.2. Consider the piece of the trajectory τ0 shown in Figure 1. The sequence of sides
hit during this orbit piece shows that c(τ0) contains . . . ABBACDCA . . ..
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Let us remark that, since we are considering systems of entropy zero, the cutting sequences
have very low complexity. More precisely, the number of subwords of length n is at most 3n+1
(see Proposition 6.2.4 in §6.2.1).
Questions addressed. We are interested in describing explicitly the sequences that can arise
as cutting sequences of linear trajectories in the octagon. We list here some specific questions.
Here and in the rest of the paper, w denotes a word in the alphabet A , usually infinite unless
differently specified.
Q1. Given a word w, can we determine whether w occurs as a cutting sequence? Can one give a
characterization of the infinite words which arise as cutting sequences of linear trajectories
in the octagon?
Q2. Does a cutting sequence c(τ) uniquely determine the direction of the trajectory τ? Or,
given a finite subword of c(τ), can one identify a sector of possible directions?
Q3. Given a finite word w which can appear in an infinite cutting sequence, can one give an
explicit algorithm to construct a trajectory τ such that w is a subword of c(τ)?
Q4. Given a fixed direction, can one give an explicit algorithm to generate all possible words
that occur as cutting sequences of trajectories with that direction? Or, more generally, can
one algorithmically generate all cutting sequences corresponding to a sector of directions?
In this paper we give an explicit answer to these questions. It turns out that in the case of
the octagon as in the case of the square the collection of cutting sequences is not closed in the
space of all words with its usual topology. In Theorem 2.4.8 we give a characterization of the
closure of the set of cutting sequences of trajectories. An algorithmic way to determine the
direction(s) in Q2 is given by Theorem 2.3.1. The construction of a trajectories as in Q3 is
given by Proposition 2.4.21 and is used in the characterization of the closure. An algorithm to
generate cutting sequence as in Q4 is described in §2.4.6.
1.2 Cutting sequences for the square
In order to motivate our approach to the octagon and give a warm-up example to the reader,
let us recall here the characterization of cutting sequences for the torus. We follow the main
ideas in Series [Ser85a], but sketch a proof in the spirit the proof of Proposition 2.1.19 for the
octagon.
Consider a square with opposite sides identified; as in Figure 2(a), label by A and B re-
spectively its horizontal and vertical sides1. We remark first that the group D4 of isometries of
a square acts on trajectories as well as acting on cutting sequences by permuting the letters;
the reflections in the vertical and horizontal axes of the square preserve the labelling, while the
reflection in the diagonals interchange A and B. The map from trajectories to cutting sequences
is equivariant with respect to these actions. Hence, given a cutting sequence c(τ), we we can
assume without loss of generality that τ is a trajectory with a direction in the first quadrant.
Let us parametrize directions by measuring the angle that they make with the horizontal vector
e1. Thus, we can assume we have a trajectory in direction θ with 0 ≤ θ < π/2. Moreover the
case π/4 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 can be reduced to 0 ≤ θ < π/4 by interchanging the role of A and B.
1 Since squares (or, more generally, parallelograms) tile the plane by translation, the cutting sequence of a
trajectory in a square (parallelogram) is the same than the cutting sequence of a straight line in R2 with respect
to a square (or affine) grid.
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Figure 2: Possible transitions in the square.
Clearly if 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/4, as in Figure 2(a), the cutting sequence does not contain the subword
AA and if π/4 ≤ θ ≤ π/2, as in Figure 2(c), it does not contain the subword BB. Hence
the only pairs of consecutive letters, or transitions, that can occur are the ones shown in the
diagram D ′0 in Figure 2(b) or respectively in the diagram D
′
1 in Figure 2(d). Let us say that a
word w ∈ {A,B}Z is admissible if it corresponds to an infinite path on either the graph D ′0 or
the graph D ′1.
Given an admissible word w, denote by w′ the derived sequence2 obtained by erasing one B
(respectively one A) from each block of consecutive B’s if w has no transitions AA (respectively
BB).
Example 1.2.1. For example, consider the following word w and its derived sequence w′:
w = . . . ABBBABBBBABBBABBBABBBBA . . .
w′ = . . . ABB ABBB ABB ABB ABBB A . . .
A word is infinitely derivable if it is admissible and each of its derived sequences is admissible.
Proposition 1.2.2 ([Ser85a]). Cutting sequences of linear trajectories on the square are in-
finitely derivable.
Moreover, the converse of Proposition 1.2.2 is almost true; the exceptions, i.e. words in {A,B}Z
which are infinitely derivable and are not cutting sequences such as . . . BBBBBABBBBB . . . ,
can be explicitly described. The space of words has a natural topology which makes it a compact
space. The word given above is not a cutting sequence, but it has the property that any finite
subword can be realized by a finite trajectory. This is equivalent to saying that it is in the closure
of the space of cutting sequences. The closure of the space of cutting sequences is precisely the
set of infinitely derivable sequences.
Proof of Proposition 1.2.2. Let us prove that the derived sequence w′ of a cutting sequence
w = c(τ) is again a cutting sequence of a linear trajectory on the square. Since a cutting
sequence is admissible, this will suffice to show that every derived sequence is again admissible.
By applying an element of D4 we can assume that 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/4. Let us add to the square
the diagonal in Figure 3(a) labelled by the letter c. We obtain an augmented cutting sequence
c˜(τ) ∈ {A,B, c}Z by recording the crossings of the sides of the square and the diagonal. We
see that c is crossed only during a BB transition, not during a BA or AB transition, as in
Figure 3(a). Thus the auxiliary cutting sequence can be determined from cutting sequence of
2In this section, we are using the terminology from Series [Ser85a].
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Figure 3: Geometric renormalization of cutting sequences of the square, 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2.
our trajectory without reference to the trajectory itself. We construct it by adding a c between
any pair of B’s.
Example 1.2.3. The cutting sequence w = c(τ) in Example 1.2.1 give rise to the augmented
sequence
. . . ABcBcBABcBcBcBABcBcBABcBcBABcBcBcBA . . .
Let us cut the square along edge c and reglue along edge B to obtain the parallelogram Π
in Figure 3(b) whose sides are labelled by A and c. The sequence obtained by erasing B in the
augmented sequence c˜(τ) is clearly the cutting sequence of Π. Let us renormalize Π by applying
the linear map which sends it to a square. If we assume that the origin of the plane is at the
lower left vertex of the square, this transformation is a shear, i.e. the linear transformation
given by the matrix
(
1 −1
0 1
)
. Since the map is affine, linear trajectories in Π are sent to linear
trajectories (in a new direction) on a square (see Figure 3(c)). Thus, if we replace the c’s with
B’s, the sequence that we obtain is a cutting sequence of a trajectory τ ′ in a new direction θ′.
Moreover, the final effect of the combinatorial operation, i.e. replacing BB by BcB first and
then dropping the B’s and replacing the c’s by B’s, is exactly the same as that of deriving the
sequence. Thus, the new cutting c(τ ′) sequence coincides with the derived sequence w′.
The crucial step in the previous proof is to show that the combinatorial operation of deriva-
tion of cutting sequences corresponds to a geometric operation of renormalization of trajectories.
Let us consider the map which associates to the direction 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/2 of a trajectory τ the
direction θ′ of the renormalized trajectory τ ′ constructed the proof of Proposition 1.2.2, which
has the property that c(τ ′) = c(τ)′. This map, that we call F , is defined on the chart of RP1
which correspond to the first quadrant. If, instead than the angle coordinate θ, one can chooses
for this chart the coordinate t obtained projecting radially to the line {(1− t, t), 0 ≤ t ≤ 1}, the
map F in this new coordinate is the Farey map, i.e.
F (t) =
{
t
1−t if 0 ≤ t ≤ 12
1−t
t if
1
2 ≤ t ≤ 1
, where t(θ) =
sin θ
cos θ + sin θ
. (1)
In this way, one can see that the number of B’s between two consecutive A’s is related to the
number of times the iterates of 0 < t(θ) < 1/2 under the Farey map lie in the sector [0, 1/2].
If we form a sequence {sk}k∈N where sk is 0 when the kth iterate of t(θ) lies in [0, 1/2] and
1 otherwise then we have created the Farey expansion of θ. We refer to this as the additive
continued fraction expansion of the slope of θ. The usual (mulitplicative) continued fraction
expansion is obtained by counting the number of symbols in each block of 0’s or 1’s. Thus, one
can recover the continued fraction expansion of the slope of θ from the cutting sequence of τ .
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2 Definitions and main results
2.1 Cutting sequences and derivation
Let us begin, as in §1.2, with some preliminary observations about the action of the isometries of
the octagon on cutting sequences. It is useful to identify the octagon O with an explicit subset
of R2 as in Figure 4, with center at the origin, sides of unit length and two horizontal sides.
Let O1, . . . , O8 be the vertices labelled clockwise, OiOi+1 be the side connecting Oi with Oi+1
and let O1O2 be the horizontal top side. We denote by SO be the surface obtained from O by
identifying opposite sides by parallel translation, i.e. by identifying the side OiOi+1 to Oi+4Oi+5
for i = 1, 2, 3, 4. We use the letters A, B, C and D to label the pair of sides O1O2 = O6O5,
O2O3 = O7O6, O3O4 = O8O7 and O4O5 = O1O8 in SO, as shown in Figure 4.
O1 O2
O3
O4
O5O6
O8
O7
D
B D
B
C C(0, 0)
A
A
Figure 4: The labeled octagon O ⊂ R2.
2.1.1 Action of the isometry group of the octagon on trajectories
The group D8 of isometries of the octagon acts on the octagon preserving the pairing of sides
so it acts on SO sending linear trajectories to linear trajectories and acts on cutting sequences
by permutations of the letters as follows. Given ν ∈ D8, ν sends the trajectory τ : R → SO to
the trajectory given by the composition ντ : R→ SO which we denote by ντ .
Definition 2.1.1. Let π(ν) be the permutation of the labels {A,B,C,D} defined by π(L) = L′
iff ν maps a side labelled by L to a side labelled by L′). We call π(ν) the permutation induced
by ν.
If π = π(ν) then the cutting sequence c(ντ) is obtained from w = c(τ) by permuting its letters
according to π. The action of π on (finite or infinite) words w will be denoted by π · w.
Since the rotation ρpi by 180
◦ is in D8 and preserves the labels of sides of O (i.e. the induced
permutation π(ρpi) is the identity), we can always assume without relabelling letters that a
given cutting sequence c(τ) corresponds to a trajectory τ in direction θ ∈ [0, π]. Moreover, up to
relabelling of the letters, we can reduce to the case of a trajectory in direction θ with θ ∈ [0, π/8]
as follows.
We will denote by Σi := [iπ/8, (i + 1)π/8) for i = 0, . . . , 6 and Σi := [7π/8, π], the eight
sectors of length π/8 in [0, π]. The set Σ0 is a fundamental domain for the action of D8 on the
circle of directions. Let Σi := [iπ/8, (i + 1)π/8] denote the corresponding closed intervals. For
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DAD
A
(a) Starting with A
B
C
BD
BC
D
(b) Starting with B
C CC
CB B
C
(c) Starting with C
A
D
DA BDB
(d) Starting with D
Figure 5: Possible transitions when θ ∈ Σ0.
each 0 ≤ i ≤ 7 let νi ∈ D8 be the isometry which sends Σi to Σ0 and is given by:
ν0 =
(
1 0
0 1
)
ν1 =
(
1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
− 1√
2
)
ν2 =
(
1√
2
1√
2
− 1√
2
1√
2
)
ν3 =
(
0 1
1 0
)
ν4 =
(
0 1
−1 0
)
ν5 =
(
− 1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
1√
2
)
ν6 =
(
− 1√
2
1√
2
− 1√
2
− 1√
2
)
ν7 =
(−1 0
0 1
)
.
(2)
Since we assume θ ∈ [0, π], θ can be put in Σ0 by applying one of the matrices νi, i = 0, . . . , 7.
Definition 2.1.2. Given a trajectory τ with direction in Σk, we call normal form of the trajec-
tory τ the trajectory n(τ) := νkτ , obtained by applying the isometry νk of D8 which maps Σk
to Σ0.
The corresponding eight permutations of {A,B,C,D} will be denoted by πi = π(νi) for
i = 0, . . . , 7 and are given explicitly by
π0 = Id π1 = (AD)(BC) π2 = (ABCD) π3 = (AC)
π4 = (AC)(BD) π5 = (AB)(CD) π6 = (ADCB) π7 = (BD).
Since the action of permutations on cutting sequences is induced by the action of the isometries,
we have the relation
c(νkτ) = πk · c(τ), ∀ 0 ≤ k ≤ 7. (3)
2.1.2 Transition diagrams
As in the case of the torus, let us first determine the possible two letter words, or transitions,
which can occur in cutting sequences of trajectories with directions in a specified sector. Let us
first assume that θ ∈ Σ0 and let us represent the transitions by a transition diagram D0, whose
vertices are labelled by A and whose oriented edges represent possible transitions.
Lemma 2.1.3. The diagram D0 in Figure 6(a) gives all transitions which can occur when θ
belongs to the sector Σ0.
Proof. A transition LL′ corresponds to segment of a linear trajectory contained in O and trav-
eling from a side labelled L to a side labelled L′. Let us check transitions which begin with A.
Since the segment has direction θ ≥ 0, it starts from the side O5O6. Since moreover θ ∈ Σ0, one
can easily check that the segment has to hit the side O4O5 labelled by D, hence the only pos-
sible transition starting with A is AD (see Figure 5(a)). In the same way, if a cutting sequence
7
CA D B
(a) D0
D A C B
(b) D1
D BC A
(c) D2
C AD B
(d) D3
B DC A
(e) D4
C AB D
(f) D5
B DA C
(g) D6
B D CA
(h) D7
Figure 6: The transition diagrams D0, . . . ,D7 corresponding to sectors Σ0, . . . ,Σ7.
contains a B, the corresponding segment starts from O6O7. Under the direction assumptions,
it can reach any point in the interior of the two sides O3O4 or O4O5: for example, it can be
arbitrarily close to the segment through O7 with θ = π/8, which reaches O3, or to the segment
from O6 with θ = 0 which reaches O5, see Figure 5(b). Thus the two possible transitions starting
with B are BC and BD as shown in Figure 5(b). Reasoning in this way, one can obtain the
complete diagram D0 in Figure 6(a).
Let us consider now the other transition diagrams Di, i = 1, . . . , 7, in Figure 6. One can check
the following.
Lemma 2.1.4. The permutation πi associated to the isometry νi ∈ D8 which carries Σi to Σ0
acts on the labels of vertices of the diagram Di by reducing it to D0.
Combining Lemma 2.1.3 with Lemma 2.1.4 we have the following.
Corollary 2.1.5. The transition diagrams Di, i = 0, . . . , 7, in Figure 6 give the transitions
which can occur in sectors Σi, i = 0, . . . , 7 respectively.
2.1.3 Admissibility of sequences
To emphasize the connection between our treatment of the octagon and the treatment of the
square we described in section § 1.2 we borrow the terms “admissible sequence” and “derivation”
that we used in the square case (see §1.2), giving these words appropriate new meanings in the
following sections. Let A = {A,B,C,D} and let A Z be the space of bi-infinite words w in the
letters of A . We will use the convention that, given letters Li ∈ A , 1 ≤ i ≤ n, the notation
L1 . . . Ln denotes the periodic word of period n obtained by repeating the sequence L1 . . . Ln.
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(a) D0,1
B
A C
(b) D1,2
D
AB
C
(c) D2,3
D
A
B
(d) D3,4
C B
A D
(e) D4,5
CA
D
(f) D5,6
B
CD
A
(g) D6,7
C
B D
(h) D7,0
Figure 7: The transitions diagrams Dk−1,k for directions θ = kπ/8, k = 1, . . . , 7.
Definition 2.1.6 (Admissibility). Let us say that the word w is admissible if there exists a
diagram Di for i ∈ {0, . . . , 7} such that all transitions in w correspond to labels of edges of
Di. In this case, we will say that it is admissible in diagram i. Equivalently, the sequence
is admissible in diagram i if it describes an infinite path on Di. Similarly, a finite word u is
admissible (admissible in diagram i) if it describes a finite path on a diagram (on Di).
From the previous paragraphs considerations, we have that:
Lemma 2.1.7. Cutting sequences are admissible.
Proof. Since any cutting sequence w is of the form c(τ) for a trajectory τ in direction θ with
θ ∈ Σi for some 0 ≤ i ≤ 7, w is admissible by Corollary 2.1.5.
We remark that some words are admissible in more than one diagram.
Example 2.1.8. The periodic sequence w of period one given by B is admissible both in diagram
1 and in diagram 2.
If θ = kπ/8 for some k = 1, . . . , 7, then θ = Σk−1 ∩ Σk is a boundary point of two adjacent
sectors and c(τ) is admissible in both diagram k and k− 1. The non-uniqueness of the diagram
can also occur in non-neighboring sectors.
Example 2.1.9. The periodic sequence w = ADBD of period 4 is admissible both in diagram 0
and in diagram 4. The periodic word AD is admissible in diagrams 0, 1, 4 and 5.
If a sequence is admissible at the same time both in diagram k − 1 and in diagram k only the
transitions which are allowed in both Dk−1 and Dk can occur. Figure 7 shows the eight corre-
sponding diagrams, Dk−1,k, k = 1, . . . , 7 and D7,0. The diagrams show that all such sequences
are periodic sequences of period one or two. Furthermore, simply by looking at the octagon,
one can immediately observe the following stronger fact.
Remark 2.1.10. All infinite trajectories in directions of the form θ = kπ/8, k ∈ N are periodic
trajectories.
Lemma 2.1.11. If a cutting sequence w contains all the transitions in some diagram Di, then
w is admissible only in diagram i.
Proof. The proof follows by inspecting the diagrams in Figure 6.
Let us define a normal form for words which is analogous to the normal form for trajectories.
Definition 2.1.12. Say that a word w is admissible in a unique diagram Di, for some 0 ≤ i ≤ 7.
The normal form of w is the word n(w) := πi · w0.
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2.1.4 Derivation and infinitely derivable sequences
Let us define a combinatorial operation, that we call derivation, on cutting sequences of linear
trajectories in the octagon.
Definition 2.1.13 (Sandwiched property). Let us say that a letter in a sequence w ∈ A Z is
sandwiched if it is preceded and followed by the same letter. Moreover, if L ∈ A is sandwiched
and L′ ∈ A is the letter which precedes and follows L, we will say that L is L′-sandwiched.
Example 2.1.14. In the finite subword CACCCDBD, the letter A is C-sandwiched since it is
followed and preceded by C; the letter B is followed and preceded byD, hence it isD-sandwiched;
similarly the third C is C-sandwiched.
Let us remark that in a finite word it is not possible to determine whether the first and last
letter are sandwiched. This is one of the reasons to define derivation only for bi-infinite words.
We consider finite cutting sequences in a forthcoming paper.
Definition 2.1.15 (Derivation). Given a word w ∈ A Z the derived sequence, which we denote
by w′, is the word obtained by keeping only the letters of w which are sandwiched.
Example 2.1.16. If w contains the finite word CACCCDBDCDC the derived sequence w′
contains the word ACBCD, since these are sandwiched letters in the string.
Remark 2.1.17. The property of being sandwiched is invariant under permutations of the letters.
Hence, the operation of derivation on a word commutes with the action of permutations of the
letters, i.e. (π · w)′ = π · w′.
Definition 2.1.18 (Derivable and infinitely derivable). A word w ∈ A Z is derivable if it is
admissible and its derived sequence w′ is admissible.
A word w ∈ A Z is infinitely derivable if it is derivable and for each n the result of deriving
the sequence n times is again derivable.
Using this notion of derivability, we have the following key Proposition.
Proposition 2.1.19. Given a cutting sequence, the derived sequence is again a cutting sequence.
Section §4.1 is devoted to the proof of Proposition 2.1.19. The following necessary condition on
cutting sequences follows immediately, as in the case of the square, from Proposition 2.1.19.
Theorem 2.1.20. A cutting sequence c(τ) is infinitely derivable.
Proof. A cutting sequence is infinitely derivable since by Proposition 2.1.19 each derived se-
quence is again a cutting sequence and by Lemma 2.1.7 cutting sequences are admissible.
2.2 Renormalization schemes
In this section we define three renormalization operators, one combinatorial or at the level
of symbolic sequences (§2.2.1), one acting on the space on trajectories (§2.2.2) and one on
directions, given by iterations of an expanding map (the octagon Farey map, see §2.2.3). These
renormalization schemes are useful in formulating some of our results (such as the direction
recognition algorithm in Theorem 2.3.1 and the algorithm to generate cutting sequences in
2.4.6) and they turn out to be crucial ingredients in the proofs. In the following sections we also
state how they are related to one another.
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2.2.1 Combinatorial renormalization scheme
Given a word w which is infinitely derivable such as a cutting sequence w = c(τ) (which is
infinitely derivable by Theorem 2.1.20) it will be useful to have information about the sequence
of diagrams in which the derived sequences are admissible. It is convenient for us to put the
sequences into a normal form after each derivation, as explained below. The use of this con-
vention when recording admissible diagrams will allow us to use a relatively simple continued
fraction map (in §2.2.3).
Set w0 := w. Let us assume for now that w0 is admissible in an unique diagram d0, with
0 ≤ d0 ≤ 7. The first step of the renormalization scheme consists of taking the derived sequence
of the normal form of w0 (see Definition 2.1.12) and setting w1 := n(w0)
′. If after k iterations
the sequence obtained is again admissible in an unique diagram, we define
wk+1 := n(wk)
′. (4)
The above assumptions hold for a large class of sequences. By non-periodic sequence, we
mean as usual that the letters in the sequence do not repeat periodically.
Proposition 2.2.1. If w is a non-periodic cutting sequence, then the renormalization scheme
described above is well defined for all k ∈ N. In this case, w determines a unique infinite sequence
{dk}k∈N such that wk is admissible in diagram dk.
Definition 2.2.2. We refer to the sequence {dk}k∈N as the sequence of admissible diagrams.
The proof of Proposition 2.2.1 is given in §4.4. The sequence of admissible diagrams of a
cutting sequence c(τ) can be used to recover the direction of the trajectory τ , see Theorem
2.3.1. We give here an example of computation of the first entries of the sequence of admissible
diagrams.
Example 2.2.3. Consider a sequence w which contain the following finite subsequence
w = . . .AADBDAAAABDBCBDBDAAAADBDAAAA
DBDAAAADBDBCBDBDAAADBDBDAAADB . . .
(5)
This sequence is admissible in D4. Since it contains AA, present only in D3 and D4, and CB,
which is not a transition in D4, it is admissible only in diagram 4. Thus, d0 = 4 and n(w) is
obtained applying π4 = (AC)(BD), which gives
n(w) = . . .CCBDBCCCCDBDADBDBCCCCBDBCCCC
BDBCCCCBDBDADBDBCCCBDBDBCCCBD. . . .
(6)
Thus the derived sequence w1 = n(w)
′ contains
. . . DCCDBABDCCDCCDCCDBABDCDBDC . . . (7)
and, since it contains CC (which is an admissible transition only in diagrams 7 and 0) and AB
(which excludes sector 0), it is of type 7, so d1 = 7. To find d2, we put this word in normal form
by applying π7 = (BD). We obtain
n(w1) = . . . BCCBDADBCCBCCBCCBDADBCBDBC . . . . (8)
Deriving once more, we get w2 = n(w1)
′ = . . . ABBACD . . . and since this sequence is admis-
sible only in diagram 2, we get d2 = 2 and n(w2) = · · ·BCCBDA · · · and so on.
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We have already observerd (see Examples 2.1.8, 2.1.9) that a periodic trajectory can be
admissible in more than one diagram, so the assumption of the renormalization scheme does not
hold for periodic words. In Example 2.1.8, w is admissible in two possible diagrams, but one
can check that if we act by π1 or π2 we obtain the same sequence, so one could still uniquely
define a normal form. On the other hand, if we consider w = ADBD in Example 2.1.9, π0 · w
and π4 · w are different and hence to define the normalization one would need to choose one of
the two as normal form. We show in the next section that one can still define a non-ambiguous
renormalization scheme for periodic cutting sequences if the direction of the periodic cutting
sequence is given (see Remark 2.2.10).
2.2.2 Renormalization on trajectories
Let us define a renormalization scheme on trajectories which is the natural counterpart of the
combinatorial operation on their cutting sequences. Given a trajectory τ in direction θ, in order
to refer to the sector to which θ belong, let us introduce the following notation.
Definition 2.2.4 (Sector of a trajectory). Given a trajectory τ in direction θ, let s(τ) = k ∈
{0, . . . , 7} be such that θ ∈ Σk. We say that s(τ) is the sector of τ .
Clearly, if the sector of τ is k, the cutting sequence c(τ) is admissible in diagram k. The converse
is not true (see Examples 2.1.8 and 2.1.9), but the following simple remark holds.
Remark 2.2.5. If there exists a unique k ∈ {0, . . . , 7} such that w = c(τ) is admissible in diagram
k, then s(τ) = k. In this case, we can identify the sector s(τ) only from the knowledge of the
combinatorial sequence w, without a priori knowing its direction.
Let us recall that given a trajectory τ , we defined in Definition 2.1.2 its normal form n(τ).
We recall also that given a cutting sequence c(τ) of a trajectory τ , c(τ)′ is also a cutting sequence
(see Proposition 2.1.19). More precisely, given a trajectory τ with s(τ) = 0, in Proposition 4.1.1
we define a trajectory τ ′ such that
c(τ)′ = c(τ ′). (9)
Definition 2.2.6. We refer to the trajectory τ ′ which satisfies (9) and is explicitly defined in
Proposition 4.1.1 as the derived trajectory of τ .
The renormalization scheme on the space of trajectories is obtained by alternatively putting
in normal form and deriving trajectories as follows.
Definition 2.2.7 (Renormalization on trajectories). Given a trajectory τ , let us recursively
define a sequence of renormalized trajectories {τk}k∈N by:
τ0 := τ ; τk+1 := n(τk)
′, k ∈ N.
Definition 2.2.8 (Sequence of sectors). Given a trajectory τ , we denote by {sk(τ)}k∈N the
sequence of sectors given by
sk(τ) := s(τk), (10)
where s(τk) is the sector of the k
th renormalized trajectory τk in Definition 2.2.7.
In words, the sequence {sk(τ)}k∈N is obtained by recording the sectors of the renormalized
trajectories. Corollary 2.2.20 gives a characterization of sequences in {0, . . . , 7}N which can
occur as sequences of types.
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Trajectories versus sequences renormalizations. The following Lemma shows that renor-
malization on sequences, when it is well defined, is the natural combinatorial counterpart of
renormalization on trajectories.
Lemma 2.2.9. Let w be the cutting sequence c(τ) of a trajectory τ . Assume that the kth
renormalized sequence wk given by (4) is well defined. Then
c(τk) = wk. (11)
Proof. The proof is by induction on k. If k = 0, then c(τ0) = c(τ) = w = w0 by definition.
Assume (11) holds for k. Since by Definition 2.2.8 the sector of τk is sk = sk(τ), we have by
Definition 2.1.2 that n(τk) = νskτk. Moreover, since by induction we know that wk = c(τk),
wk is admissible in diagram sk. Since by assumption this is the unique diagram in which it is
admissible, we have dk(w) = sk and, by (4), n(wk) = πsk · wk. Since by (3) we get c(νskτk) =
πsk · wk, this shows that c(n(τk)) = n(wk). Moreover, by (9), c(n(τk)′) = c(n(τk))′. Combining
these two observations with the definitions τk+1 = n(τk)
′ and wk+1 = n(wk)′ (Definition 2.2.7
and (4) respectively), we get c(τk+1) = c(n(τk)
′) = c(n(τk))′ = n(wk)′ = wk+1, as desired.
Remark 2.2.10. Since τk is well defined for all τ , equation (11) can be used to define the renor-
malized sequences wk when w = c(τ) is a periodic cutting sequence.
2.2.3 The octagon Farey map and renormalization on directions.
Let us define an additive continued fraction algorithm. We will eventually show that this algo-
rithm plays the role for the octagon that the standard additive continued fraction plays for the
square. In particular we will be able to relate the cutting sequence of a trajectory in a given
direction to the appropriate continued fraction expansion of the direction. The origin of this
map will be clear in §4.1.
Let RP1 be the space of directions. Let Σ˜i ⊂ RP1 be the set of directions corresponding to
the sector Σi, i = 0, . . . , 7. The linear maps νi, i = 0, . . . , 7, given in (2) induce an action on
RP1 so that νi : Σ˜i → Σ˜0.
γ :=
(−1 2(1 +√2)
0 1
)
.
The map γ takes Σ˜0 to the union of Σ˜j for j ≥ 1. Let Fi : Σ˜i → RP1 be the map induced
by the linear map γνi, i = 0, . . . , 7. Define the octagon Farey map F : RP
1 → RP1 to be the
piecewise-projective map, whose action on Σ˜i is given by Fi. Observe that these branches fit
together so that F is continuous.
There are two coordinate systems on RP1 which will prove to be useful for describing direc-
tions of trajectories. The first is the the inverse-slope coordinate µ, where µ((x, y)) = x/y. In
these coordinates F is a piecewise linear fractional transformation.
If µ ∈ [cot(πi/8), cot(i+ 1)π/8) we have
F (µ) =
aiµ+ bi
ciµ+ di
, where
(
ai bi
ci di
)
:= γνi.
It is also useful to describe F in terms of angle coordinate θ, where θ = cot(µ) ∈ [0, π]. The
action in this coordinates is obtained by conjugating by cot : [0, π] → R as follows. Given,
ν ∈ GL(2,R) on R, we denote by ν[y] the conjugated action by fractional transformation given
by
ν[θ] = cot−1
(
a cot(θ) + b
c cot(θ) + d
)
, if ν :=
(
a b
c d
)
, θ ∈ [0, π]. (12)
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Figure 8: The graph of the octagon Farey map F .
Thus, the octagon Farey map in the coordinate θ is given by
F (θ) = Fi(θ) := (γνi)[θ], if θ ∈ Σi, i = 0, . . . , 7. (13)
The map F is well defined and continuous since Fi(θ) = Fi+1(θ) if θ ∈ Σi ∩ Σi+1. The graph of
F in angle coordinates is shown in Figure 8. This map is pointwise expanding but not uniformly
expanding. Clearly, since for each i = 0, . . . , 7 the branch Fi of F is monotonic, the inverse maps
F−1i : [
pi
8 , π]→ Σi are well defined.
Definition 2.2.11 (Itinerary). To any θ ∈ [0, π] we can assign the sequence s0, s1, s2 . . . defined
by F j(θ) ∈ Σsj for each j ∈ N. We call this sequence the itinerary of θ under F .
The itinerary gives the symbolic coding of the map F with respect to the natural partition
{Σ0, · · · ,Σ7}. Let us remark that F ([0, π]) ⊂ [π/8, π]. This immediately gives the following.
Lemma 2.2.12. If s0, s1, s2, . . . is an itinerary, then it satisfies the following condition that
s0 ∈ {0, . . . , 7} and sk ∈ {1, . . . , 7} for all k ≥ 1.
The octagon additive continued fraction expansion. The map F gives an additive con-
tinued fraction algorithm for numbers in the interval [0, π].
Definition 2.2.13. Let S∗ to be the set of all sequences s = {sk}k∈N that satisfy the condition
sk ∈ {0, . . . , 7} and sk = 0 implies k = 0.
Definition 2.2.14. Given {sk}k∈N ∈ S∗, let
Σ[s0; s1, . . . , sk] :=
⋂
k∈N
F−1s0 F
−1
s1 · · ·F−1sk [0, π]. (14)
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One can check that Σ[s0; s1, . . . , sk] is a non-empty closed interval. The itinerary of the points
in the interior of Σ[s0; s1, . . . , sk] begins by s0, . . . , sk by construction.
Lemma 2.2.15. Given s = {sk}k∈N ∈ S∗, the intersection⋂
k∈N
Σ[s0; s1, . . . , sk] (15)
is non empty and consists of an unique number θ ∈ [0, π].
Definition 2.2.16 (Octagon additive continued fraction expansion). If
{θ} =
⋂
k∈N
Σ[s0; s1, . . . , sk], with {sk}k∈N ∈ S∗,
we write3 θ := [s0; s1, s2, . . .] and say that [s0; s1, . . .] is an octagon additive continued fraction
expansion of θ and that s0, s1, . . . are its entries.
Let us remark that the itinerary of a point with respect to the semi-open intervals Σi is
uniquely defined since these intervals are disjoint. On the other hand, in the additive octagon
continued fraction Definition 2.2.16, we consider itineraries with respect to the closed intervals
Σi, since we use (14) and branches Fi include endpoints. Thus ambiguity is possible, as explicitly
described in the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.2.17. Every θ ∈ [0, π] has at least one and at most two expansions as in Definition
2.2.16. More precisely:
(i) If s0, s1, s2, . . . is the itinerary of θ under F , then an octagon additive continued fraction
expansion of θ is given by [s0; s1, s2, . . .];
(ii) If θ has two additive octagon continued fraction expansions, the entries are either even-
tually all 1’s or eventually all 7’s and the two expansions have one of the two following
forms:
θ = [s0; s1, . . . , sk, 1, 1, . . . ] = [s0; s1, . . . , sk − 1, 1, 1, . . . ] sk ∈ {3, 5, 7} (16)
θ = [s0; s1 . . . , sk, 7, 7, . . . ] = [s0; s1, . . . , sk − 1, 7, 7, . . . ] sk ∈ {2, 4, 6}. (17)
In this case, only the first expansion in (16, 17) is given by the itinerary of θ.
Lemma 2.2.15 and Lemma 2.2.17 follow from standard techniques in the theory of symbolic
coding for piecewise expanding map. For completeness, we included their proofs in §4.3.
Definition 2.2.18 (Terminating directions). Let us call a direction θ terminating if the entries
of the octagon additive continued fraction expansion of θ are eventually 1 or eventually 7.
With the exception of π/8 and π, terminating directions have two octagon additive contin-
ued fraction expansions. The ambiguity of coding of terminating directions is intrinsic in our
algorithm. It is a analogous to the intrinsic ambiguity of the continued fraction expansion of
a rational number. In the case of the classical continued fraction algorithm, the convention of
terminating the expansions of rationals is usually adopted. This is our reason for the choice of
the name terminating.
3We chose this notation to emphasize that the sequence determines an expansion of the angle θ. The reader
should be aware though that the entries of the usual continued fraction give the itinerary of the Gauss map, while
the entries s0, s1, . . . in Definition 2.2.16 should be compared to the itinerary of the Farey map in (1), which
corresponds to the additive continued fraction. The (multiplicative) continued fraction entries can be obtained by
grouping together consecutive 0s in the Farey itinerary Farey itinerary entries, which are either 0 or 1. Similarly,
one could obtain a multiplicative version of the octagon continued fraction by grouping together consecutive 0s
and consecutive 7s in the octagon Farey itinerary but we do not make use of this version in this paper.
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Direction versus trajectories renormalization. The following Proposition shows that the
renormalization scheme on directions given by iterations of the octagon Farey map is the natural
counterpart of the renormalization scheme on trajectories defined in §2.2.2.
Proposition 2.2.19. Let τ be a trajectory in direction θ. For each k ∈ N, the direction θk of
the kth renormalized trajectory τk in Definition 2.2.7 is given by
θk = F
k(θ). (18)
In particular, the sequence {sk(τ)}k∈N of sectors of a trajectory τ in direction θ coincides with
the itinerary of θ under the octagon Farey map F , i.e.
F k(θ) ∈ Σsk(τ), ∀ k ∈ N.
Combining Lemma 2.2.12, Lemma 2.2.15 and Lemma 2.2.17 with Proposition 2.2.19 we get the
characterization of sequences of sectors.
Corollary 2.2.20 (Characterization of sequences of sectors). A sequence s = {sk}k∈N is the
sequence of sectors of a cutting sequence c(τ) if and only if the following hold:
(i) s ∈ S∗ (see Definition 2.2.13 for the definition of S∗);
(i) if for some k0 ∈ N, sk = 1 for all k > k0 (eventually 1), then sk0 ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7};
(ii) if for some k0 ∈ N, sk = 7 for all k > k0 (eventually 7), then sk0 ∈ {2, 4, 6};
2.3 From sequences to directions
In this section we formulate two results (Theorem 2.3.1 and Proposition 2.3.2) which show that
from a cutting sequence w, using the renormalization schemes defined in §2.2, one can recover
information about the direction of the trajectories τ such that w = c(τ).
2.3.1 Direction recognition
We assume here that w is a cutting sequence of trajectory τ in some unknown direction θ and
we would like to determine θ from the knowledge of the symbolic sequence (this is question Q2
in §1.1). In this section we assume that w = c(τ) is non-periodic. Thus, by Proposition 2.2.1, we
can associate to it an unique sequence {dk(w)}k∈N of admissible diagrams which is determined
through the combinatorial renormalization scheme in §2.2.1.
Theorem 2.3.1 (Direction recognition). If w is a non-periodic cutting sequence, the direction
of trajectories τ such that w = c(τ) is uniquely determined and given by
θ = [d0(w); d1(w), . . . , dk(w), . . .],
where {dk(w)}k∈N is the sequence of admissible diagrams.
Theorem 2.3.1 is proved in §4.4. From Theorem 2.3.1, one can get an effective algorithm to
determine the direction up to finite precision in finitely many steps. If after deriving a cutting
sequence c(τ) finitely many times, we determine that the sequence of admissible diagrams be-
gins with d0, d1, . . . , dk0 , then the direction θ of τ belongs to the sector of possible directions
Σ(d0, d1, . . . , dk0).
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2.3.2 Characterization of terminating directions
Terminating directions can be characterized and recognized through periodicity of the corre-
sponding cutting sequences as follows.
Proposition 2.3.2. Given a trajectory τ in direction θ, the following properties are equivalent:
(i) The trajectory τ is periodic;
(ii) The cutting sequence c(τ) is a periodic sequence;
(iii) The direction θ is terminating.
Proposition 2.3.2 is proved in §4.5.
In the case of the octagon, terminating directions can also be characterized algebraically as
follows.
Theorem 2.3.3. The direction θ is terminating if and only if its slope is in the field Q(
√
2).
This result (mentioned also in [AH00]) follows from combining Proposition 2.3.2 with the char-
acterization of periodic directions for translation surfaces which have genus two and one singular
point. Calta [Cal04] and McMullen [McM03] showed that in appropriate coordinates these are
just the directions with slopes in the field Q(
√
2) (see also [HS04]). While many of the results
of this paper concerning the octagon generalize to 2n-gons, this algebraic characterization of
terminating sequences does not hold for general 2n-gons (see Remark 6.2.3 in §6).
2.4 Characterization of the closure of cutting sequences
Unlike the case of the square, the property of infinite derivability does not suffice to characterize
cutting sequences (see Example 2.4.7, which is given in this section after Proposition 2.4.5). In
order to characterize cutting sequences we need to require an additional condition.
2.4.1 Coherence
In this section we introduce the notion of coherence4, which is used to give a characterization of
the closure of the set of cutting sequences. We stress that in this definition w is any word (not
necessarily a cutting sequence). In the following definitions we are taking some care so that the
notion of coherence applies to words which do not uniquely define their sector. The definition
would be simpler if we were only considering the case in which words do uniquely define their
sector.
Definition 2.4.1 (Coherence). Let us say that a derivable word w is coherent if there exists a
pair (i, j) where i, j ∈ {0, . . . , 7} such that the following conditions (C0), (C1), (C2), (C3) hold.
In this case we also say that w is coherent with respect to the pair (i, j).
(C0) The word w is admissible in diagram i;
If we normalize w by setting n(w) := πi · w, then:
(C1) The sandwiched letters which occur in n(w) fall into one of the following groups Gk:
4This condition guarantees that an admissible word whose derivatives are all admissible is not obtained by
putting together finite words which are all cutting sequences of finite trajectories, but relative to different sectors
(as in Example 2.4.7).
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G0:= {D-sandwiched A, C-sandwiched B, B-sandwiched C, A-sandwiched D};
G1:= {D-sandwiched A, C-sandwiched B, B-sandwiched C, B-sandwiched D};
G2:= {D-sandwiched A, C-sandwiched B, C-sandwiched C, B-sandwiched D};
G3:= {D-sandwiched A, D-sandwiched B, C-sandwiched C, B-sandwiched D}.
(C2) The derived sequence n(w)′ is admissible in a diagram j ∈ {1, . . . , 7};
(C3) The indices k and j (defined in (C1) and (C2) respectively) are related by the formula
k = [j/2], where [j/2] denotes the integer part of j/2.
Definition 2.4.2 (Renormalized word sequence). Given a word w ∈ A Z and a sequence s ∈ S∗
define a sequence of words {wk}k∈N by w0 := w and wk := (πsk−1 · wk−1)′ for k > 0.
Definition 2.4.3 (Infinite coherence). Let us say that a word w ∈ A Z is infinitely coherent with
respect to a sequence s ∈ S∗ if it is infinitely derivable and, for each k ∈ N, the renormalized
word wk in Definition 2.4.2 is coherent with respect to (sk, sk+1) . We say that w is infinitely
coherent if there exists a sequence s ∈ S∗ such that w is infinitely coherent with respect to s.
The sequence s in Definition 2.4.3 is not necessarily unique. Example 2.4.6 below shows that
the first term s0 can have two values. Nevertheless, given the first element s0, the sequence s is
essentially unique, as shown by the following Lemma 2.4.4.
Lemma 2.4.4. Let w be infinitely coherent and admissible in diagram s0.
(i) Let w be non periodic. Then there is a unique sequence s ∈ S∗ starting with s0 with respect
to which w is infinitely coherent.
(ii) Let w be periodic. If w is infinitely coherent with respect to two sequences s′, s′′ ∈ S∗ and
both start with s′0 = s
′′
0 = s0, then there exists k ≥ 1 such that s′k = s′′k for all k < k and
either s′k = s
′′
k = 1 for all k > k or s
′
k = s
′′
k = 7 for all k > k.
Lemma 2.4.4 is proved in §5.3. The ambiguity for periodic sequences described in Lemma 2.4.4 is
analogous to the ambiguity of the octagon additive continued fraction expansion of terminating
directions in (16, 17), see Lemma 2.2.17.
Let us recall that by Theorem 2.1.20 a cutting sequence is infinitely derivable. The following
stronger statement holds.
Proposition 2.4.5. A cutting sequence c(τ) is infinitely coherent with respect to its sequence
of sectors {sk(τ)}k∈N.
The proof of Proposition 2.4.5 is given in §5.1. Proposition 2.4.5 shows that being infinitely
coherent is a necessary condition for a sequence to be a cutting sequence. In the next section
we show that it is close to being sufficient, up to considering the closure of the set of cutting
sequences (Theorem 2.4.8).
We can now use Proposition 2.4.5 to exhibit an example of an infinitely derivable word which
is not a cutting sequence (Example 2.4.7) and of a word which is infinitely coherent with respect
to two sequences s, s′ with s′0 6= s′′0 (Example 2.4.6).
Example 2.4.6. Consider the periodic word w = ADBCBD. One can check that it is the cutting
sequence of a periodic trajectory. Thus, by Proposition 2.4.5, it is infinitely coherent. The word
w is admissible both in diagram 0 and in diagram 4. We can hence choose either s′0 = 0 or
s′′0 = 4 and then complete s
′
0 to a sequence s
′ and s′′0 to s
′′, so that w is infinitely coherent with
respect to both s′ and s′′.
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Example 2.4.7. Consider the following periodic word5 :
w = CCCBDBCCBDBCCBDBCBDADB.
One can check that w is admissible in diagram 0, so that n(w) = w, and that the derived
sequence is w′ = CDDDCA which is admissible in diagram 6. Since the successive derivatives
are all equal to DA (which is admissible up to any relabelling) w is infinitely derivable. Let us
remark though that the first sandwiched C is C-sandwiched while the second sandwiched C is
B-sandwiched, so that w = n(w) does not satisfy condition (C1) in Definition 2.4.1 and thus
cannot be coherent. This implies, by Proposition 2.4.5, that w cannot be a cutting sequence.
2.4.2 Characterization of the closure via coherence
Let us recall that the space A Z has a natural topology which makes it a compact space (we
refer e.g. to [LM95]). The characterization of the closure of cutting sequences is the following.
Theorem 2.4.8 (Characterization of the closure). The closure of the space of cutting sequences
coincides with the set of infinitely coherent sequences.
The proof of Theorem 2.4.8 is given in §5.4. An equivalent and more constructive formulation
of this characterization is given in Proposition 2.4.20 in §2.4.4.
It is possible to describe explicitly the sequences which belong to the closure but are not
themselves cutting sequences. The situation is very parallel to the case of Sturmian sequences
(see §1.2). Infinitely coherent sequences which are not cutting sequences have one of the two
following forms.
(i) If θ is terminating, they are obtained juxtaposing two periodic sequences, possibly with a
letter in between them. An example of this type is given by the sequence
. . . ADADADBCCCCCC . . .
(ii) If θ is non-terminating, they are obtained juxtaposing the two semi-infinite cutting se-
quences corresponding to two rays (i.e. semi-infinite trajectories starting at a vertex),
possibly with a word in between coding sides which enter the common endpoint.
In a forthcoming paper we give a geometric interpretation of the closure and prove that these
two types of examples are the only possible ones.
2.4.3 Generation operators
We will introduce a combinatorial operation on sequences which will serve as an inverse to
the derivation operation. We call this operation generation. Specifically generation allows to us
invert the operation of derivation if we know the admissible diagrams (see Lemma 2.4.11). We use
it in §2.4.4 to give an alternative characterization of the closure of the set of cutting sequences
(Proposition 2.4.20) and to describe in §2.4.6 an algorithm which produces all finite cutting
sequences in a given direction θ (or in a sector of directions). For a geometric interpretation of
this generation operation, we refer to Proposition 5.2.1 in §5.2.
5This word w and other similar examples can be constructed by mixing generation rules relative to different
graphs in Figure 9. Here w is obtained from w′ = CDDDCA by interpolating the transitions using generation
rules both from D6 and D2 in Figure 9.
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Interpolating words. Consider Figure 9. On each edge of the labelled diagrams Dk, k =
1, . . . , 7 there appears a word in the letters {A,B,C,D}. Let us denote by wkL1L2 the word
associated to the edge from L1 to L2 on Dk. We refer to w
k
L1L2
as an interpolating word or more
precisely as an interpolating word in diagram k and we call generation rules (or generation rules
in diagram k) the collection of all interpolating words (in diagram k).
D A C B
DB
BD
CC
(a) D1
D BC A CC
B
B DB CCBD
DBCCBD
(b) D2
DBCCBD
B
B
B ADC
BCC
CCB
CCBD
DBCC
(c) D3
C
AC B D
C
DBCCBD
BCCBD
DBCCBBCC
CCB
(d) D4
C
C
BCCB
CBD
CB DA
DBC
DBCCB
BCCBD
(e) D5
D
D
BCCBB DA C
DBC
CBD
CB
BC
(f) D6
D
D
BA D C
CB
BC
(g) D7
Figure 9: Generation rules to generate sequence W of type 0.
For each each k = 1, . . . , 7, we define an operator g0k that acts on finite and infinite words
admissible in diagram k and produces words admissible in diagram 0.
Definition 2.4.9 (Generation operations to diagram 0). If w is a finite or infinite word admis-
sible in diagram k, let g0kw be the word which is obtained by inserting between successive pairs
of letters in w the corresponding interpolating words in diagram k, so that if w = . . . L1L2L3 . . .
then,
g
0
kw = . . . L1 w
k
L1 L2 L2 w
k
L2L3 L3 . . . .
In other words, since w is admissible in diagram k it defines an infinite path on Dk, the word
g
0
kw is obtained by concatenating the sequences of letters associated to both the vertices and
the edges that this path traverses.
Example 2.4.10. Let u = CDBAABDBD. By definition, since u is a finite word admissible in
diagram 3, it gives a finite path through the corresponding vertices of D3 in Figure 9(c). By
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inserting into u the interpolating words in diagram 3 given in Figure 9(c), we read off g03u, which
is the following word (letters corresponding to vertices are written in bold font for clarity):
g
0
3u = CBDBCCBCCBDADBCCBDADBCCBCCBDBCCBCCBD.
The sequences produced in this way invert derivation in the following sense.
Lemma 2.4.11. If w is admissible in diagram k then W := g0kw is admissible in diagram 0 and
satisfies the equation W ′ = w.
Proof. It is enough to check that, for any vertex v of a diagram in Figure 9 and any pair of
edges e1 and e2 respectively entering and exiting v, if v is labelled by the letter L, wL1L is
the interpolating word in Figure 9 corresponding to e1 and wLL2 the one associated to e2, the
concatenation wL1LLwLL2 is admissible in diagram 0 and moreover the only sandwiched letter
in wL1LLwLL2 is L. The latter property implies that (g
0
kw)
′ = w. This is verified by inspecting
the diagrams in Figure 9 and we leave this to the reader.
For the connection between generation operations with the inverse branches of derivation, see
also Proposition 5.2.1 and Corollary 5.2.3 in §5.2. The proof of Proposition 5.2.1 in §5.2 gives
an insight into how one can explicitly find the interpolating words geometrically in the case in
which w is a cutting sequence.
The operator g0jw produces words admissible in diagram 0. We now define operators that
generate words admissible in the other diagrams. These are easily obtained from g0jw by appro-
priate relabelling.
Definition 2.4.12. For j = 1, . . . , 7 and i = 0, . . . , 7, let gii be the operator that acts on finite
or infinite words admissible in diagram j, as follows:
g
i
jw := π
−1
i · g0jw.
Let us remark that the word gijw is admissible in diagram i since it is obtained by relabelling a
word admissible in diagram 0 by an appropriate permutation. Note that gijg
j
kw is not defined
when j = 0 so that the composition gijg
j
kw is only well defined when j > 0.
2.4.4 Characterization of the closure via generation
The following Lemma shows the relation between generation and coherence.
Lemma 2.4.13 (Coherence via generation). The word w is coherent with respect to (i, j) if and
only if there exists a word v admissible in diagram j such that w = gijv. In this case, we have
v = n(w)′.
The proof is given in §5.3. The Lemma shows that the conditions (C1) and (C3) in the definition
of coherence (Definition 2.4.1) are enough to recover the interpolating words. Thus the large
collection of interpolation words shown in Figure 9 can be computed from the small number
of coherence rules in Definition 2.4.1. Let us introduce more notation in order to reformulate
infinite coherence in terms of generation operators.
Definition 2.4.14. Let us denote by Ak the set of all words which are admissible in diagram
k. Let us denote by Pk the set of all periodic words of period 1 or 2 which are admissible in
diagram k (see Example 2.4.16).
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Remark 2.4.15. The set Pk is a finite set containing the 4 words admissible in one of the two
diagrams Dk−1,k and Dk,k+1 (where k should be considered modulo 7) corresponding to πk/8
and π(k + 1)/8 (see Figure 7).
Example 2.4.16. Let k = 6. Let us list the elements of P6.
P6 = {BA,AC,CD,D}.
One can check that this is the union of the cutting sequences corresponding to 6π/8 and 7π/8
or equivalently of the infinite paths on the diagrams D5,6 and D6,7 in Figures 7(f), 7(g).
Definition 2.4.17. Given s0 ∈ {0, . . . , 7} and s1, . . . , sk in {1, . . . , 7}, let G (s1, . . . , sk) and
P(s1, . . . , sk) be respectively the collection of words of the form:
G (s0, . . . , sk) :=
{
g
s0
s1g
s1
s2 . . . g
sk−2
sk−1g
sk−1
sk u, u ∈ Ask
}
; (19)
P(s0, . . . , sk) :=
{
g
s0
s1g
s1
s2 . . . g
sk−2
sk−1g
sk−1
sk u, u ∈ Psk
}
. (20)
Clearly, since the generation operators preserve periodicity, the words in P(s0, . . . , sk) are all
periodic. One can show the following stronger fact:
Lemma 2.4.18. For each s ∈ S∗ and for each k, all words in P(s0, . . . , sk) are cutting se-
quences of periodic trajectories.
Lemma 2.4.18 is proved in 5.4.
Example 2.4.19. Let us construct P(0, 1, 6). The set P6 is given in Example 2.4.16. In order
to get P(1, 6), let us apply g16, by first applying g
0
6 and then acting by π
−1
1 . Applying g
0
6 to each
element of P6, (using the labels on the edges on D6 in Figure 9), we obtain
P(0, 6) = {BDAD,ADBCCCBD,CCBDBC,DBCCB}
and acting by π−11 = (AD)(CB) we get
P(1, 6) = {CADA,DACBBBCA,BBCACB,ACBBC}.
To get P(0, 1, 6), one applies g01, i.e. interpolates with the generation rules on D1 in Figure 9:
P(0, 1, 6) ={CBDADADB,DADBCBCCBCCBCBDA,
BCCBCBDADBCBCC,ADBCBCCBCBD}.
The following Proposition gives an equivalent characterization of infinitely coherent words
and thus, by Theorem 2.4.8, an equivalent characterization of the closure of the set of cutting
sequences.
Proposition 2.4.20 (Infinite coherence via generation). A word w is infinitely coherent with
respect to s ∈ S∗ if and only if
w ∈
⋂
k∈N
G
s
k , G
s
k := G (s0, . . . , sk). (21)
Thus, a word w is infinitely coherent if and only if
w ∈
⋂
k∈N
⋃
0≤s0≤7
1≤s1,...,sk≤7
G (s0, . . . , sk). (22)
The characterization (22) is useful in the proof of Theorem 2.4.8 to see that infinitely coherent
words form a closed set. The proof of Proposition 2.4.20 is given in §5.3.
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2.4.5 Approximation by periodic cutting sequences
Infinitely coherent words can be approximated by periodic cutting sequences, as shown by the
following Proposition 2.4.21 and its Corollary 2.4.22. For brevity, let us say that a finite word
u in the letters of A is realized by an infinite trajectory τ , or that τ realizes u, if there exists a
finite piece τ ′ ⊂ τ such that u = c(τ ′) is its cutting sequence.
Proposition 2.4.21. If w is an infinitely coherent word, each finite subword of w is realized by
a periodic trajectory τ . In particular, if w is infinitely coherent with respect to {sk}k∈N, if each
finite subword of w occurs as a subword of some periodic cutting sequence in⋃
k∈N
Pk, Pk := P(s0, . . . , sk). (23)
If S is a set in A Z, let denote by S its closure.
Corollary 2.4.22. If the word w is infinitely coherent with respect to {sk}k∈N, then
w ∈
⋃
k∈N
Pk, Pk := P(s0, . . . , sk). (24)
Proposition 2.4.21 and its Corollary 2.4.22 are proved in §5.4.
2.4.6 An algorithm to generate cutting sequences
Let us conclude by describing how to generate all finite subwords of cutting sequences of linear
trajectories in direction θ.
1. Given θ, iterate the octagon Farey map F to generate its itinerary {sk}k∈N, where sk are
such that F k(θ) ∈ Σsk , for all k ∈ N;
2. For each k, list the elements of the set Pk := P (s0, s1, . . . , sk) (as in Example 2.4.19);
3. Each finite subword of a cutting sequence of a linear trajectory in direction θ appears as
a subword of a word in Pk if k is sufficiently large.
The above procedure can be made into an effective algorithm for finding words of fixed finite
length which can occur in a cutting sequence in direction θ. It is enough to iterate each step
only a finite number of times, for some sufficiently large k that can be specified. Moreover, one
can also obtain all words which occur in a sector of directions by considering all corresponding
continued fraction expansions (for example for a sector of the form Σ[s0; s1, . . . , sk], one has to
consider all expansion which share the first k entries).
The proof that the algorithm actually gives all finite subwords is obtained combaining the
following Propositions. Cutting sequences are infinitely coherent with respect to their sequence
of sectors (Proposition 2.4.5) and thus, by Proposition 2.4.21, they can be approximated through
periodic cutting sequences of the form (20), where the sequence s coincides with the itinerary
under F by Proposition 2.2.19.
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3 Basic definitions and octagon affine automorphisms group
In this section we give the definitions of translation surfaces, the GL(2,R) action, the affine
automorphism group of a translation surface and the Veech group. Our approach has the novel
feature that we allow orientation reversing affine automorphisms. We are lead to do this be-
cause orientation reversing affine automorphisms play and important role in the renormalization
schemes we defined in §2.2.
3.1 Basic definitions of the GL(2,R) action, Aff(S) and V (S).
Translation surfaces and linear trajectories. Let us define a translation surface to be a
collection of polygons Pj ⊂ R2 with identifications of pairs of parallel sides so that (1) sides
are identified by maps which are restrictions of translations, (2) every side is identified to some
other side and (3) when two sides are identified the outward pointing normals point in opposite
directions. If ∼ denotes the equivalence relation coming from identification of sides then we
define the surface S =
⋃
Pj/ ∼. The surface SO obtained by gluing opposite pairs of parallel
sides of the octagon O is an example of a translation surface. Let us stress that when we refer
to a translation surface S, we will have in mind a particular collection of polygons in R2 with
identifications.
Translation surfaces can also be defined in terms of special atlases. A translation atlas for
a (punctured) surface X is a collection {(Uα, φα)} where the sets Uα are open sets in X, and
φα : Uα → R2 are charts such that the transition maps φβφ−1α are restrictions of translations
v → v + b from R2 to R2. If S is a translation surface and V is the set of points corresponding
to vertices of polygons then X = S − V has a translation atlas. The cone angle at a point in
V is the sum of the angles at the corresponding points in the polygons Pj . We say that such a
point is singular if the cone angle is greater than 2π. For example, the surface SO has genus 2
and a single singular point with a cone angle of 6π.
If S is a translation surface then the tangent spaces Tp(S) are all identified with R
2 by means
of the coordinate charts. Any translation invariant geometric structure on R2 can be transported
to all of S − V. A vector v ∈ R2 gives a parallel vector field, a linear functional on R2 gives a
parallel one form. The metric ds2 = dx2 + dy2 gives a parallel metric.
Due to the presence of singular points parallel vector fields do not define flows. Nevertheless
we can speak of trajectories for these vector field which we call linear trajectories. Since we
will be considering translation surfaces which are given by specific collections of polygons in R2
we will think of trajectories as a families of line segments in R2. We call a trajectory which
does not hit singular points bi-infinite. A trajectory which begins and ends at a singular point
is a saddle connection. Every periodic trajectory is contained in a maximal family of parallel
periodic trajectory of the same period. If the surface is not a torus then this family fills out a
cylinder bounded by saddle connections.
Affine deformations and affine diffeomorphisms. Let S be a translation surface with
translation atlas {(Uα, φα)}. Given ν ∈ GL(2,R), the translation surface S′ = ν · S is given by
the atlas (Uα, ν · φα)α obtained by post-composing the charts with ν. If S =
⋃
Pj/ ∼ then ν
acts linearly on each polygon and ν takes pairs of parallel sides to pairs of parallel sides.
Definition 3.1.1. We denote by νP ⊂ R2 the image of a polygon P ⊂ R2 under the linear map
ν.
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The surface ν · S is obtained by glueing the corresponding sides of νP1, . . . , νPn. There is
a canonical map Φν from the surface S to the surface ν · S which is given by the restriction of
the linear map ν to the polygons P1, . . . , Pn. Clearly Φν sends infinite linear trajectories on S
to infinite linear trajectories on ν · S.
Definition 3.1.2. Given a linear trajectory τ on S and Φν : S → ν · S, we denote by Φντ the
linear trajectory on ν · S which is obtained by composing τ with Φν .
Let S and S′ be translation surfaces. Consider a homeomorphism Ψ from S to S′ which
takes V to V′ and is a diffeomorphism outside of V. We can identify the derivative DΨp with
an element of GL(2,R). We say that Ψ is an affine diffeomorphism if the derivative DΨp does
not depend on p. In this case we write DΨ for DΨp. The canonical map Φν from S to ν · S
described above is an example of an affine diffeomorphism. In this case DΦν = ν.
We say that S and S′ are affinely equivalent if there is an affine diffeomorphism Ψ between
them. We say that S and S′ are isometric if they are affinely equivalent with DΨ ∈ O(2). We
say that S and S′ are translation equivalent if they are affinely equivalent with DΨ = Id. If S
is given by identifying sides of polygons Pj and S
′ is given by identifying sides of polygons P ′k
then a translation equivalence Υ from S to S′ can be given by a “cutting and pasting” map.
That is to say we can subdivide the polygons Pj into smaller polygons and define a map Υ so
that the restriction of Υ to each of these smaller polygons is a translation and the image of Υ
is the collection of polygons P ′k.
An affine diffeomorphism from S to itself is an affine automorphism. The collection of affine
diffeomorphisms is a group which we denote by Aff(S). The collection of isometries of S is
a finite subgroup of Aff(S) and the collection of translation equivalences is a subgroup of the
group of isometries. If S is given as a collection of polygons with identifications then we can
realize an affine automorphism of S with derivative ν as a composition of a map Ψν : S → ν · S
with a translation equivalence, or cutting and pasting map, Υ : ν · S → S.
Veech group and lattice surfaces. The Veech homomorphism is the homomorphism Ψ 7→
DΨ from Aff(S) to GL(2,R). The image of this homomorphism lies in the subgroup of matrices
with determinant ±1 which we write as SL±(2,R). We call Veech group and we denote by V (S)
the image of Aff(S) under the Veech homomorphism. It is common to restrict to orientation
preserving affine diffeomorphisms in defining the Veech group. We write V +(S) for the image
of the group of orientation preserving affine automorphisms in SL(2,R). Since we will make
essential use of orientation reversing affine automorphisms we will use the term Veech group for
the larger group V (S). Note that the term Veech group is used by some authors to refer to the
image of the the group of orientation preserving affine automorphisms in the projective group
PSL(2,R). We denote the image of V (S) in PGL(2,R) by VP (S). We denote the image of
V +(S) in PSL(2,R) by V +P (S).
The kernel of the Veech homomorphism is a the finite group of translation equivalences of S.
This kernel is trivial if and only if an affine automorphism of S is determined by its derivative.
If S is given by identifying polygons and the the kernel of the Veech homomorphism is trivial
then the map Υ above is uniquely determined.
A translation surface S is called a lattice surface if V +(S) is a lattice in SL(2,R). This is
equivalent to saying that V (S) is a lattice in SL±(2,R). The torus T 2 = R2/Z2 is an example of
a lattice surface whose Veech group is GL(2,Z). Veech proved more generally that all translation
surfaces obtained from regular polygons are lattice surfaces (see §3.2). Lattice surfaces satisfy
the Veech dichotomy (see Veech [Vee89], Vorobets [Vor96]) which says that if we consider a
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direction θ then one of the following two possibilities holds: either there is a saddle connection
in direction θ and the surface decomposes as a finite union of cylinders each of which is a union
of a family of closed geodesics in direction θ, or each trajectory in direction θ is dense and
uniformly distributed.
3.2 The Veech group and the affine automorphism group of SO
The surface SO obtained by identifying opposite sides of the octagon O is closely related to the
surface that Veech discusses in [Vee89] but is not the same. Veech considers the double octagon
surface obtained by starting with two copies of the octagon and identifying each side on the first
copy with a parallel side on the second copy. This surface has a translation equivalence of order
two which interchanges the two octagons and acts freely. The quotient of this surface by this
translation equivalence is the surface SO. These two surfaces have the same Veech group (see
[HS01], Lemma J). Veech gives elements in V +P of the double octagon which generate a lattice
group. A priori the Veech group could be larger than the group generated by these elements but
Earle and Gardner in [EG97] show that these same elements are generators for V +P (SO). We
will summarize these results here. It will be useful for us to know the group Aff(SO) as well as
the Veech group, since affine automorphisms act on trajectories and this action plays a key role
in the construction of our renormalization schemes.
Some elements of Aff(SO). Since we allow orientation reversing transformations, the entire
isometry group D8 of the octagon O is contained in Aff(SO). For η ∈ D8 let Ψη : SO → SO
denote the corresponding affine automorphism. We have DΨη = η. Consider in particular the
reflection Ψα of the octagon at the horizontal axes and the reflection Ψβ in the tilted line which
forms an angle π/8 with the horizontal axis. These are given by the two matrices
α :=
(
1 0
0 −1
)
β :=
( √
2
2
√
2
2
−
√
2
2
√
2
2
)
= ρ−pi
8
· α · ρpi
8
(25)
where ρθ is the matrix representing counterclockwise rotation by the angle θ. The elements
νj, j = 0, . . . , 7 defined in (2) can be expressed as words in α and β. We remark also that
αβ = ρpi
4
, which is an orientation preserving element and hence ΨαΨβ ∈ V +(SO). Note that the
(αβ)4 = −Id so that the element (ΨαΨβ)4 is in the kernel of the homomorphism from Aff(SO)
to VP (SO). The image of D8 in VP (SO) is isomorphic to D4.
An affine automorphism of a translation surface is parabolic if its derivative is a shear which
is to say that it has two equal eigenvalues but is not equal to the identity. Parabolic automor-
phisms of translation surfaces are closely related to cylinder decompositions. Every parabolic
automorphism gives a cylinder decomposition and if we have a cylinder decomposition into cylin-
ders for which the inverse moduli are commensurable then there is a parabolic automorphism
which acts as a multiple of a Dehn twist in each cylinder.
The surface SO has a horizontal cylinder decomposition which we can see as follows. Cut
the octagon along the horizontal diagonals O8O3 and O7O4; since, recalling the identifications,
O8O1 is glued to O5O4 and O8O7 is glued to O3O4, we get two parallelograms, which give a
cylinder decomposition for the horizontal flow, as in Figure 10(a). As remarked by Veech, the
inverse modulus (i.e. ratio of width divided by height) of one cylinder is µ = (1 +
√
2) and the
inverse modulus of the other 2µ. Hence, the affine diffeomorphism Ψσ which is given in one
cylinder by the a Dehn twist which acts by fixing horizontal lines, sending vertical lines to lines
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(b) Decomposition in direction pi/8
Figure 10: Cylinder decompositions of SO.
of slope µ and fixing the singular points and by the square of the same Dehn twist in the other
cylinder, is globally well defined. The corresponding matrix in the Veech group is
σ :=
(
1 2(1 +
√
2)
0 1
)
.
The image O′ := σO ⊂ R2 is the affine octagon shown in Figure 11; O′ can be mapped to the
original octagon O by cutting it into polygonal pieces, as shown in Figure 11, and rearranging
these pieces without rotating them to form O (in Figure 11 the pieces in O and σO have been
numbered to show this correspondence). Let us denote by Υo : O
′ → O this cut and paste map.
Clearly DΥo = Id. The automorphism Ψσ is given by the composition Υoσ.
1
2
3
2
3
4
5
4
5
6
7
8
99
8
7
6
Figure 11: The affine octagon O′ and the cut and paste map Υo.
Similarly, also the direction π/8 has a decomposition into cylinders, which is shown in Figure
10(b).
Earle and Gardner (following Veech) proved the following.
Proposition 3.2.1. The Veech group V +P (SO) is a lattice and it is generated by the rotation ρpi4
and by the shear σ.
The affine reflection Ψγ. We will describe an orientation reversing element which will play
a crucial role in §4.1. Let us consider the following matrix:
γ :=
(−1 2(1 +√2)
0 1
)
. (26)
Let us remark that γ is an involution, i.e. γ2 = id or γ = γ−1. One can check that γ ν7 = σ,
where ν7 is the reflection at the vertical axes, see (2). Thus, the action of γ on O is obtained
by first reflecting it with respect to the vertical axis (this sends O to O, but reflecting the
orientation), then shearing it through σ. The image O′ := γO is the same as in Figure 11, but
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the orientation is opposite (the action of γ sends the sides of O labelled by B,C,D to the sides
of O′ labelled by B′, C ′,D′ in Figure 14). Since γ is an involution, γO′ = O. If we compose
γ : O → O′ with the cut and paste map Υo : O′ → O defined above (which cut and pastes the
pieces in Figure 11), we get an affine automorphism Ψγ := Υoγ of SO.
Let us give an alternative description of Ψγ that shows that it is a hidden symmetry in the
following sense. The finite order elements of the Veech group arising from isometries of the
octagon are isometries of SO. Veech describes finite order elements of the Veech group which
are not conjugate to isometries in the Veech group as hidden symmetries. Such elements are
isometries with respect to some metric, hence their derivatives are conjugate to elements of
O(2) in GL(2,R), but they are not conjugate by elements of GL(2,R) which are derivatives of
elements in V (SO). In the group V
+
P (SO) there are no such hidden symmetries, but Ψγ is such
an element in VP (SO) and one can see it as follows.
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(a) The affine octagon νO.
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(b) L-shape and symmetry fv
Figure 12: The hidden symmetry Ψγ .
We have seen that there both θ = 0 and θ = π/8 are directions which correspond to cylinder
decompositions in SO (Figure 10). We wish to alter the metric (preserving the affine structure) to
make these two directions perpendicular. We can do this by applying the linear transformation
ν =
(
1 −1−√2
0 1
)
. (27)
This transformation preserves the horizontal direction and has the effect of straightening the
direction of the second cylinder decomposition so that it is vertical, as shown in Figure 12(a).
These horizontal and vertical cylinders partition ν · SO into rectangles (shown in Figure 12(a)).
One can cut and paste νO to get three rectangles in an L shape. Now consider the effect of the
linear transformation that reflects in the vertical line. If we apply this to the three rectangles we
get three rectangles of the same shape which we can translate back into their original positions
(see figure 12(b)). In particular this vertical reflection fv, composed with a cut and paste map,
gives us an isometry (in the sense explained in §3.1) of the surface ν · SO. Since the affine
automorphism group of ν · SO is conjugate to the affine automorphism group of SO by the
action of ν, this isometry corresponds to a hidden symmetry, Ψγ , of the original surface SO.
The derivative of the hidden symmetry is the affine reflection γ = ν−1fvν (this relation is well
illustrated by Figure 16).
To describe Aff(SO) and V (SO) we need the following Lemma.
Lemma 3.2.2. The kernel of the Veech homomorphism from Aff(SO) to GL(2,R) is trivial.
Proof. Let f be an affine automorphism of SO with Df = Id. The map f acts isometrically on
SO. The shortest saddle connections in the surface SO are those corresponding to the boundary
of the octagon O. Since f is an isometry it takes a saddle connection of minimal length to a
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saddle connection of minimal length so it preserves the boundary of O and hence it must take
O to itself. We have seen however that the isometry group of the octagon is D8 so f ∈ D8. On
the other hand the only element of D8 with derivative equal to the identity is the identity so F
is the identity.
Corollary 3.2.3. The affine diffeomorphism Ψγ is an involution.
Proof. Since Ψγ = γΥ0 and γ is an involution, Ψ
−1
γ = Υ
−1
o γ. Thus, since DΥo = id, we have
D(ΨγΨ
−1
γ ) = γ DΥoDΥ
−1
o γ = id. By Lemma 3.2.2, this implies that ΨγΨ
−1
γ = Id.
Lemma 3.2.4 (Veech group of the octagon). The Veech group V (SO) is generated by the linear
parts α, β and γ of the affine diffeomorphisms Ψα, Ψβ and Ψγ. The affine automorphism group
Aff(SO) is generated by Ψα, Ψβ and Ψγ.
Proof. Let Γ be the subgroup of GL(2,R) generated by α, β and γ. Let ΓP be the image of Γ in
PGL(2,R) and Γ+P be the intersection of ΓP with PSL(2,R). Since Γ ⊂ V we also have ΓP ⊂ VP
and Γ+P ⊂ V +P . According to [EG97] Γ+P = V +P . Using this we have the following relation for
indices of subgroups: (Γ+P : ΓP )(ΓP : VP ) = (V
+
P : VP ). Since the subgroup of orientation
preserving elements is the kernel the determinant homomorphism ν → det(ν) into the two
element group {±1} the first and last terms can only be equal to one or two. Since ΓP contains
orientation reversing elements we see that (Γ+P : ΓP ) = 2. We conclude that (V
+
P : VP ) = 2 and
(ΓP : VP ) = 1. So ΓP = VP .
Now the homomorphisms Γ → ΓP and V → VP both have kernels which have order one or
two. Since −Id ∈ Γ both kernels have order two. So we have an inclusion of each term of the
short exact sequence {±Id} → Γ → ΓP into the short exact sequence {±Id} → V → VP . On
the first and third terms these inclusions are isomorphisms. It follows that the inclusion of the
second term is also an isomorphism so Γ = V .
Since the kernel of the homomorphism from Aff(SO) to GL(2,R) is trivial by Lemma 3.2.2,
Aff(SO) is isomorphic to its image V (SO). This shows that Aff(SO) is generated by Ψα, Ψβ
and Ψγ and concludes the proof.
4 Derivation and renormalization schemes
4.1 Derived sequence as cutting sequence
In this section we prove Proposition 2.1.19. We prove first the following special case.
Proposition 4.1.1 (Renormalization in Σ0). Let τ be a trajectory in direction θ ∈ Σ0 and
let c(τ) be the cutting sequence of τ . Let τ ′ = Ψγτ , where Ψγ is described in §3.2. Then
c(τ ′) = c(τ)′.
Proposition 2.1.19 can be proved by reducing it to Proposition 4.1.1 as follows.
Proof of Proposition 2.1.19. Let w = c(τ) be the cutting sequence of a trajectory τ in direction
θ ∈ Σk. Let us show that w′ is the cutting sequence of the trajectory ν−1k Ψγνkτ . Since we
can apply Proposition 4.1.1 to the normal form n(w) = νkτ , using also (3), we have that
c(Ψγνkτ) = c(νkτ)
′ = (πk · c(τ))′. Since by Remark 2.1.17 derivation commutes with relabelling,
(πk · c(τ))′ = πk · c(τ)′. Using again (3) and combining the previous equalities we get
c(ν−1k Ψγνkτ) = π
−1
k · c(Ψγνkτ) = π−1k · (πk · c(τ))′ = π−1k · πk · c(τ)′ = w′,
which is what we wanted to prove.
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Figure 13: Construction of the augmented cutting sequence for 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/8.
Derivation can be seen as the combinatorial counterpart of a geometric operation, which sends
a linear trajectory in the octagon into a new linear trajectory in an octagon (see Proposition 4.1.1
and the proof of Proposition 2.1.19). We note that under this operation the parametrization of
the linear trajectory changes. This is the geometric counterpart to the fact that derivation acts
by deleting symbols.
Proof of Proposition 4.1.1. Let us add the octagon diagonals in directions θ = 0 and θ = π/8,
as in Figure 13(a), i.e. the diagonals O6O4, O7O4, O7O3, O8O3, O8O2, as auxiliary edges and
let us label them by the letters e, f , g, h, i respectively. Let c˜(τ) ∈ {A,B,C,D, e, f, g, h, i}Z be
the cutting sequence of τ with respect to the octagon sides and the auxiliary edges, which we
will call the augmented sequence6.
The augmented sequence c˜(τ) is completely determined by the cutting sequence c(τ). For
example, since 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/8, whenever there is a BD transition, the trajectory crosses from side
O6O7 to side O4O5 (see Figure 13(a)). In between the trajectory is forced to cross e. Similarly
when there is a BC transition, τ is forced to cross f . Reasoning in this way, one can obtain the
augmented diagram D˜0 in Figure 13(b), where each edge, which corresponds to a transition, has
been labeled by the letter of the auxiliary side crossed by the trajectory during that transition.
We remark that the two edges with no labels correspond to transitions (DA and AD) during
which no auxiliary diagonal is crossed.
Recall that c(τ) corresponds to an infinite path on D˜0 and c˜(τ) is simply the sequence of
labels of both vertices and edges along this path; from the combinatorial structure of D˜0 in
Figure 13(b), one can see that the subsequence of the letters e, f, g, h, i together with the letter7
A completely determine the path.Let us therefore switch the role of edges and vertexes: consider
the graph D˜ ′0 shown in Figure 15(a) which is obtained by switching the role of all edges and
vertices, with the exception of the vertex A (and hence “almost” dual to D˜0). Hence, let us
keep only the letters {A, e, f, g, h, i} in c˜(τ) (which we call auxiliary letters) and get an auxiliary
word cˆ(τ) ∈ {A, e, f, g, h, i}Z which corresponds to the sequence of vertices of an infinite path
on D˜ ′0.
Consider now the affine octagon O′ := γO in Figure 14, obtained by applying the affine
reflection γ in (26) (see §3.2). Let us recall that O′ = Υ−1o O, where Υo : O′ → O is the cut and
6Compare with the proof of Proposition 1.2.2 for the square, where the auxiliary diagonal in direction pi/4,
labelled by c, was added.
7The letter A plays a special role since it corresponds to an octagon side in direction θ = 0 in the sector Σ0.
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Figure 15: Comparison of dual augmented transition graphs for SO and γ · SO.
paste map defined in §3.2 referring to Figure 11. The image Υ−1o τ of the trajectory τ is clearly a
trajectory on O′ in the same direction θ. Let c(τ) ∈ {A,B′, C ′,D′}Z be the cutting sequence of
Υ−10 τ with respect to the sides of O
′, where we denote by primed letters B′, C ′,D′ the sides of
O′ which are the image under γ of the sides of O labelled by B, C, D respectively (this labelling
of the sides of O′ is shown in Figure 14). Let us show that also the cutting sequence c(τ) is
completely determined by the auxiliary sequence cˆ(τ) of letters {A, e, f, g, h, i}. As it can be seen
in Figure 14, each of the sides of O′ is a diagonal of a parallelogram (with sides in direction 0 or
π/8) formed by auxiliary edges together with the side labelled by A. Thus, using the assumption
that 0 ≤ θ ≤ π/8 and reasoning as before, the transitions in cˆ(τ) (i.e. pairs of consecutive letters
{A, e, f, g, h, i}) determine whether the corresponding diagonals are crossed. For example, if the
trajectory hits the auxiliary side e and then i, it has to cross D′ (see Figure 14) but during an fg
transition, no sides of O′ are crossed. The graph D ′0 in Figure 15(b) is obtained by relabelling
the edges of D˜ ′0, labelling each edge by the letter in {A,B′, C ′,D′} of the side of O′ crossed
during the auxiliary letter transition corresponding to that edge. If no edge of O′ is crossed,
the edge does not carry any label (see Figure 15(b)). A convenient picture for visualizing the
previous assertions can be obtained by applying the shear ν in (27) to O and O′. This has the
effect of mapping all parallelograms made by auxiliary sides to rectangles, as shown in Figure
16. Figure 16 also shows that O is sheared to the left by ν and O′ is sheared back, so that νO
and νO′ become exactly symmetric to each other with respect to the vertical axes. Both νO
and νO′ can be cut and pasted into a union of three rectangles8 in an L-shape. Furthermore, in
Figure 16, the trajectory τ is sent to the trajectory ντ whose direction θν satisfies 0 ≤ θν ≤ π/2.
Thus, all the edges labels in Figure 15(b) can be easily checked by looking at rectangles and
reasoning as in the case of the square (see §1.2).
8 We remark that the pairs of diagonals of these rectangles are {B,B′}, {C,C′} and {D,D′}; the affine octagon
O′ is indeed obtained from O by three simultaneous Delaunay switches which consists in changing a rectangle
diagonal with the opposite one.
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Figure 16: Sheared copies of O and O′ and rectangles decompositions.
Let us now show that the cutting sequence c(τ) is exactly the derived sequence of c(τ) with
B, C and D replaced by B′, C ′ and D′. As we have just proved, both cutting sequences are
determined by the sequence cˆ(τ) of auxiliary edges crossed by τ : c(τ) is obtained reading off the
labels of the edges on D˜ ′0 of the infinite path given by cˆ(τ), while c(τ) is obtained reading off the
labels of the edges on D ′0 corresponding to the same path. Hence it is enough to compare the
two different labellings of edges in D˜ ′0 and D
′
0 (i.e. Figures 15(a) and 15(b)). Observe that the
labelled edges in D ′0 are a subset of those in D˜
′
0 and are labelled by the corresponding primed
letters. One can check that each of these labelled edges corresponds to sandwiched letters in
D˜ ′0. Some oriented edges of D˜
′
0 are preceeded or followed by more than one edge, but when an
oriented edge of D˜ ′0 is preceded by two edges, they are both labelled by the same letter and the
same is true when it is followed by two edges. When an oriented edge is labelled by a sandwiched
letter, all its incoming and outgoing oriented edges carry the same label. For example, a path
that uses the D edge from e to i in D˜ ′0, came from an edge labelled B and can be followed by
two edges, both labelled by B, hence the corresponding D is B-sandwiched. Conversely, one can
also check that each of the edges which do not carry a label in D ′0 correspond to letters which are
not sandwiched. For example, if a path goes through the B edge from i to f in D˜ ′0, there are two
possible previous edges, both labelled by D and two possible following ones, both are labelled
by C, hence the B is not sandwiched. Thus, we have proved that the cutting sequence c(τ) of
the trajectory Υ−1o τ (which is a trajectory in direction θ in O′) with respect to the labels of the
affine octagon O′ is obtained from w by erasing exactly the letters which are not sandwiched
and writing B′, C ′, D′ for B,C,D respectively. Hence, c(τ) is exactly the derived sequence w′,
with B,C,D primed.
In order to conclude the proof of the Proposition, it is enough to apply γ, so that O′ is sent
to O, the sides labelled by B′, C ′,D′ are sent to B,C,D respectively (by definition of B′, C ′,D′)
and Υ−1o τ is sent to the trajectory τ
′ = γΥ−1o τ . Thus, w
′ is the cutting sequence c(τ ′) of a linear
trajectory τ ′ in O. Finally, since Ψγ = Υoγ = γΥ−1o by Corollary 3.2.3, we have τ
′ = Ψγτ .
4.2 Direction of renormalized trajectories and itineraries
In this section we give the proof by induction of Proposition 2.2.19. Let us first prove two
Lemmas which we use in the inductive step.
Lemma 4.2.1. If the direction θ of the trajectory τ is in Σ0, then the direction θ
′ of the trajectory
τ ′ = Ψγτ is given by
θ′ = F0(θ) = F (θ), (28)
where F is the octagon Farey map in §2.2.3.
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Proof. Since Ψγ = γΥ
−1
O (by definition of Ψγ and Remark 3.2.3), τ
′ is obtained from Υ−1O τ acting
by γ. The cut and pasted trajectory Υ−1O τ has the same direction θ of τ . Thus, considering the
action of γ induced on inverses of slopes, we get that the direction θ′ of τ ′ is given by θ′ = γ[θ],
where the action is the one defined in (12). This concludes the proof, since γ[θ] = F0(θ) by
definition (13) of the Farey map F .
Lemma 4.2.2 (Inductive step). Let τ be a trajectory in direction θ ∈ Σi, 0 ≤ i ≤ 7, and n(τ)
its normal form (given by Definition 2.1.2). Then the direction θ′ of the derived trajectory n(τ)′
(see Definition 2.2.6) is given by
θ′ = Fi(θ).
Proof. Since by assumption s(τ) = i, the normal form, by Definition 2.1.2, is given by n(τ) = νiτ .
Thus, using the notation (12) introduced in §2.2.3, the direction of n(τ) is νi[θ] ∈ Σ0. Hence, by
Lemma 4.2.1, the direction θ′ of n(τ)′ is F0(νi[θ]). By definition (13) of F , F0(νi[θ]) = Fi(θ).
Proof of Proposition 2.2.19. Let us show by induction that θk = F
k(θ). For k = 1, since
θ ∈ Σs(τ) and θ1 is by definition the direction of τ1 = n(τ)′, by Lemma 4.2.2 we have θ1 =
Fs(τ)(θ) = F (θ). In the same way, for all k ∈ N, since θk ∈ Σsk(τ) (recall the Definition 2.2.8 of
the sequence of sectors) and θk+1 is the direction of τk+1 = n(τk)
′ (recall Definition 2.2.7), Lemma
4.2.2 gives that θk+1 = Fsk(τ)(θk) = F (θk) and, since by inductive assumption θk = F
k(θ), we
get θk+1 = F
k+1(θ). The second part of Proposition 2.2.19 is simply a rephrasing of Definition
2.2.8 of the sequence of sectors and Definition 2.2.11 of itinerary.
4.3 Properties of the octagon additive continued fraction expansion
We include here for completeness the proofs of Lemmas 2.2.15 and 2.2.17, which are obtained
by applying to our map F the classical arguments about coding of piecewise expanding maps.
Proof of Lemma 2.2.15. Let s0 ∈ {0, . . . , 7} and sk ∈ {1, . . . , 7} for all k ≥ 1. Let us prove first
that the intersection
⋂
k Σ[s0, . . . , sk] is non-empty. Remarking that F
−1
sk
[0, π] ⊂ [π/8, π] and
for all branches Fi, i = 1, . . . , 7, F
−1
i [π/8, π] ⊂ [π/8, π], one can see that all intersections of the
form F−1s0 F
−1
s1 · · ·F−1sk [0, π] (which by definition give Σ[s0, . . . , sk]) are non-empty. Moreover, as
k increases, they give a sequence of nested compact sets. This implies that the intersection (15)
is non-empty.
Let us now know show that the intersection
⋂
k Σ[s0, . . . , sk] consists of a unique point. The
inverse branches F−1i are contracting but not uniformly contracting. One can verify that they are
uniformly contracting outside of a fixed neighborhood of the points {π/8, π}, which are the only
points where the derivative is ±1. If sk /∈ {0, 1, 7}, F−1sk [0, π] ⊂ [2π/8, 7π/8]. Moreover, since
F−17 ([0, π]) = Σ7 and F
−1
1 ([0, π]) = Σ1, both F
−1
1 F
−1
7 [0, π] and F
−1
7 F
−1
1 [0, π] are contained in
[θ, θ] where θ := F−11 (7π/8) > π/8 and θ := F
−1
7 (2π/8) < π, so in all this cases the composition
of the inverse branches is uniformly contracting.
Hence, if the sequence {sk}k∈N ∈ S∗ contains either infinitely many sk /∈ {1, 7} (recall that
sk 6= 0 if k > 0, so this gives infinitely many sk /∈ {0, 1, 7}) or infinitely pairs {sk, sk+1} = {1, 7},
the intersection (15) consists of a unique point. The only possibility that we are left to consider
is that there exists a k0 such that sk = 1 for all k > k0 or sk = 7 for all k > k0. In this case, the
image of the intersection (15) under Fsk0 . . . Fs1Fs0 must consist of either the fixed point π/8 or
the fixed point π (the only directions whose sequence of sectors is constantly 1 or 7) and hence
again the intersection consists of a unique point (the preimage of a fixed point).
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Proof of Lemma 2.2.17. Let us prove (i). Given θ, let {sk}k∈N be its itinerary under the Farey
map. By definition of itinerary, θk := F
k(θ) ∈ Σsk , so that for each k ∈ N we can write
θk = F
−1
sk
(θk+1) . Thus, θ = θ0 = F
−1
s0 F
−1
s1 . . . F
−1
sk
θk+1. This shows that θ belongs to the
intersection (15). Moreover, since the sequence s0, s1, s2, . . . is an itinerary, it satisfies the
constraints in Definition 2.2.16 by Remark 2.2.12. Thus, θ = [s0; s1, s2, . . . ].
To prove (ii), assume that θ has two expansions [s′0; s
′
1, . . . ] and [s
′′
0; s
′′
1 , . . . ]. Let k be the
minimum l such that s′l 6= s′′l . Thus, by Definition 2.2.16, θ := Fs′k . . . Fs′0(θ) = Fs′′k . . . Fs′′0 (θ)
belongs to both F−1
s′
k
[0, π] and to F−1
s′′
k
[0, π]. This shows that, up to inverting the role of s′k and
s′′k, sk′ = sk and s
′′
k = sk + 1 for some sk ∈ {1, . . . , 6}, since otherwise F−1s′
k
[0, π] and F−1
s′′
k
[0, π]
are disjoint (and by Definition 2.2.16 sk+1 6= 0, sk 6= 0). Thus, θ ∈ F−1sk [0, π] ∩ F−1sk+1[0, π] =
π(sk + 1)/8. Thus, for all l ∈ N, F l(θ) is either equal to π (if sk is odd) or π/8 (if sk is even).
Since π belongs only to F−17 [0, π] and π/8 belongs only to F
−1
1 [0, π] or F
−1
0 [0, π] and we exclude
by Definition 2.2.16 that s′k or s
′′
k are 0, this shows that either s
′
l = s
′
l = 7 for all l > k (if sk − 1
is even) or s′l = s
′′
l = 7 for all l > k (if sk − 1 is odd).
4.4 Direction recognition
We first prove Proposition 2.2.1 and then Theorem 2.3.1.
Proof of Proposition 2.2.1. Assume that w is non-periodic. Let us first show that w = w0 is
admissible in an unique diagram. We know that w is the cutting sequence of some τ in an
unknown direction θ. Let s0 = s(τ) so that w is admissible in diagram s0. A priori w could
be admissible in some other diagram too (see Example 2.4.6) and we want to rule out this
possibility. We are going to show that all transitions which are allowed in sector s0 actually
occur, so that by Lemma 2.1.11 w is admissible only in diagram s0.
Since w is non-periodic, the trajectory τ cannot be periodic. The Veech dichotomy (see §3.1)
this implies that τ is dense in O. Let L1L2 be a transition allowed in Ds0 . This means that
we can choose inside the octagon O a segment in direction θ that connects an interior point on
a side labelled by L1 with an interior point on a side labelled L2. Since τ is dense, it comes
arbitrarily close to the segment. Since by construction τ and the segment are parallel, this shows
that c(τ) contains the transition L1L2. Repeating the argument for all transitions in Ds0 , we
get that w gives a path on Ds0 which goes through all arrows. This shows by Lemma 2.1.11 and
Remark 2.2.5 that s0(τ) is uniquely determined by the sequence w and equal to s0.
Let us proceed by induction. Assume that we showed that s0, . . . , sk are uniquely defined
and that we have used them to define the words wk+1 as in (4). Let {τk}k∈N be the sequence of
normalized trajectories in Definition 2.2.7. We have c(τk+1) = wk+1 by Lemma 2.2.9. Since τk+1
is obtained from a dense trajectory τ by applying a sequence of elements of the Veech group
and affine diffeomorphisms are in particular homeomorphisms, it will also be the case that τk+1
is a dense trajectory. Hence, we can repeat the same argument used for w0 to show that wk+1
is admissible only in diagram sk+1 := s(τk+1) and hence sk+1 is uniquely defined and can be
recovered only from the knowledge of wk.
Proof of Theorem 2.3.1. Let w = c(τ) be non-periodic. By Proposition 2.2.1, the combinatorial
renormalization algorithm is well defined for all k ∈ N and each wk is admissible in a unique
diagram dk(τ). Since by Lemma 2.2.9, c(τk) = wk and τk is in sector sk(τ), we also have that
wk is admissible in diagram sk(τ) and this shows that dk(τ) = sk(τ) for all k ∈ N.
Let θ be the direction of τ . By Proposition 2.2.19, the itinerary of θ under F is hence
d0(τ), d1(w), d2(w), . . . and this, by Lemma 2.2.17 (i), shows that θ is given by the octagon
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additive continued fraction expansion [d0(w); d1(w), d2(w), . . . ] and is unique (see Lemma 2.2.15,
recalling Definition 2.2.16).
4.5 Terminating directions and periodic sequences
Let us prove the characterization of terminating directions in terms of periodic trajectories.
Proof of Proposition 2.3.2. The implication (i) ⇒ (ii) is obvious. Let us show (ii)⇒ (iii). Let
w = c(τ) be a periodic cutting sequence. Let us remark that the operation of derivation strictly
decreases the period unless all letters are sandwiched. Thus, in a finite number iterations (say k)
of the renormalization scheme in §2.2.2, we obtain a trajectory τk such that wk = c(τk) contains
only sandwiched letters. Let wk = . . . Lj−1LjLj+1 . . . . To say that Lj is sandwiched means
that Lj−1 = Lj+1. Thus, since all letters are sandwiched, wk has period one or two. One can
see from the diagrams in Figure 6 and in Figure 7 that all admissible sequences of period one
or two (thus in particular wk) are admissible in a diagram Dj,j+1 in Figure 7. This forces the
direction θk of τk to be a multiple jπ/8 for some j ∈ N. Let us recall that by Proposition 2.2.19
θl = F
l(θ) for all l ∈ N. Thus, for all l > 0, F l+k(θ) = F l(θk) = F l(πj/8) is either always π/8
or always π (according to the parity of j) and the itinerary of θ is respectively either eventually
1 or eventually 7. By Lemma 2.2.17 (i), this shows that the direction is terminating (Definition
2.2.18).
Let us conclude by showing (iii) ⇒ (i). If θ is terminating, there exists k such that either
F k(θ) = π or F k(θ) = π/8. Consider the corresponding renormalized trajectory τk, which,
by Proposition 2.2.19, has direction θk = F
k(θ) equal to π or π/8. Since trajectories in these
two directions are periodic (see Remark 2.1.10), τk is a periodic trajectory. Since the property
of being periodic is preserved by the affine automorphisms γνi, 0 ≤ i ≤ 7, which act in the
renormalization scheme, also τ is periodic.
5 Generation, coherence and characterization of the closure
5.1 Infinite coherence of cutting sequences
In this section we prove that cutting sequences are infinitely coherent (Proposition 2.4.5). The
basic step is given by the following Lemma which is a consequence of a further analysis of the
geometric renormalization operation introduced in the proof of Proposition 4.1.1.
Lemma 5.1.1. Let w = c(τ) be a cutting sequence and let i = s(τ) and j = s(n(τ)′). Then w
is coherent with respect to the pair (i, j).
Proof. Let us verify conditions (C0), (C1), (C2), and (C3) in the Definition 2.4.1 of coherence.
Since s(τ) = i, w is admissible in diagram i and (C0) holds. Moreover, since n(w)′ = c(n(τ)′)
(see for example Lemma 2.2.9 for k = 1) and we assume that s(n(τ)′) = j, n(w)′ is admissible
in diagram j. By Lemma 2.2.20 (i), the sector s(n(τ)′) = s1(τ) is not 0, so j 6= 0 and (C2)
also holds. Since the conditions (C1) and (C4) are expressed through the normalized sequence
n(w), for notational convenience let us assume from now on that θ ∈ Σ0 so that n(τ) = τ and
n(w) = w.
In the proof of Proposition 4.1.1 we showed that the sequence of sandwiched letters in w, up
to replacing the the letters B, C and D by their primed counterparts, gives the cutting sequence
of the cut and pasted trajectory Υ−10 τ in O
′ = γO with respect to the labels on the sides of
O′ in Figure 14. Let c(τ) ∈ {A,B′, C ′,D′, e, f, g, h, i}Z be the augmented cutting sequence of
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θ θ′ B C D
0 ≤ θ ≤ θB′ θ′ ∈ Σ6 ∪Σ7 D-sandwiched C-sandwiched B-sandwiched G3
θB′ ≤ θ ≤ θC′ θ′ ∈ Σ4 ∪Σ5 C-sandwiched C-sandwiched B-sandwiched G2
θC′ ≤ θ ≤ θD′ θ′ ∈ Σ2 ∪Σ3 C-sandwiched B-sandwiched B-sandwiched G1
θD′ ≤ θ ≤ π/8 θ′ ∈ Σ1 C-sandwiched B-sandwiched A-sandwiched G0
Table 1: Coherence of sandwiched letters according to sectors in [0, π/8].
Υ−10 τ with respect to both sides of O
′ and auxiliary diagonals in Figure 14. As we showed in
Proposition 4.1.1, c(τ) is obtained reading off the labels of both edges and vertices of an infinite
path on diagram D ′0 in Figure 15(a).
Let θB′ , θC′ and θD′ be the directions of the sides of O
′ labelled by B′, C ′,D′ respectively.
Consider for each primed letter, for example B′, the parallelogram in Figure 14 (or equivalently
the rectangle in Figure 16) which has B′ as diagonal and whose sides are labeled by the auxiliary
letters. If θ < θB′ (and hence in Figure 16 the slope of the trajectory is less than the slope of
the diagonal), B′ is preceded and followed in c(τ) by i and e respectively. This identifies the
corresponding B′ arrow in diagram D ′0 in Figure 15(b), the one from i to e. Since this arrow in
diagram D˜ ′0 in Figure 15(a) is preceded and followed by arrows with the labelD, this shows that if
θ < θB′ then all sandwiched B’s in w are D-sandwiched. Similarly, if θ > θB′ , the corresponding
auxiliary letter transitions is hf (see Figure 14 or 16) and hence, looking at the B-labelled arrow
from h to f in diagram D˜ ′0 in Figure 15(a), B in this case is always C-sandwiched. Reasoning
in the same way, if θ < θC′ then C is C-sandwiched and C is B-sandwiched if θ > θC′ . We see
that D is B-sandwiched if θ < θD′ and D is A-sandwiched if θ > θD′ . We also observe that
diagram D˜ ′0 in Figure 15(a) shows that A is always D-sandwiched.
Since 0 < θB′ < θC′ < θD′ < π/8 (see Figure 14), these inequalities force certain implications
between the sandwiched letters combinations that can occur in a given cutting sequence. For
example if 0 ≤ θ < θB′ then it follows that θ < θC′ < θD′ . Thus we see from the above
considerations that all B’s are D-sandwiched, all C’s are C-sandwiched and all D’s are B-
sandwiched. This, recalling that A is always D-sandwiched, gives the combinations of letters in
group G3 in Definition 2.4.1. The other groups correspond to the other cases, as summarized in
the Table 1. This concludes the proof of condition (C1) of Definition 2.4.1.
Let us verify condition (C3) of Definition 2.4.1. We observe that the diagram j in which
n(w)′ = w′ is admissible is determined by the sector Σj to which the direction θ′ of τ ′ = n(τ)′
belongs. On the other hand, as we have just seen, the index k of group Gk in (C1) is determined
by the inequalities between θ and θB′ , θC′ , θD′ . The angles θ and θ
′ are related by θ′ = γ[θ]
(see Proposition 2.2.19). One can check (for example using that O = γO′ and analyzing the
directions of corresponding sides) that:
γ[0] = π, γ[θB′ ] = 3π/4, γ[θC′ ] = π/2, γ[θD′ ] = π/4, γ[π/8] = π/8. (29)
Since γ is orientation reversing, this gives the following correspondence, illustrated in Figure 17:
γ
[
[0, θB′ ]
]
= Σ6 ∪ Σ7, γ
[
[θB′ , θC′ ]
]
= Σ4 ∪ Σ5,
γ
[
[θC′ , θD′ ]
]
= Σ2 ∪ Σ3, γ
[[
θD′ ,
pi
8
] ]
= Σ1.
(30)
From the first equality, i.e. γ
[
[0, θB′ ]
]
= Σ6 ∪Σ7, we have that θ ∈ [0, θB′ ], and hence k = 3, if
and only if θ′ ∈ Σ6 ∪ Σ7, and hence j = 6 or j = 7. In this case, k = [j/2]. The other cases are
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similar and are summarized in Table 1, where one can check that the relation k = [j/2] always
holds. This concludes the proof of (C3) and of the Lemma.
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Figure 17: The action of γ = γ−1 on sectors of directions.
Proof of Proposition 2.4.5. Let w = c(τ) be a a cutting sequence and let {sk}k∈N be the sequence
of sectors of τ (i.e. sk = sk(τ), see Definition 2.2.8). Let us show by induction that the k
th
renormalized word wk (in Definition 2.4.2) is coherent with respect to (sk, sk+1) for each k ∈ N.
Let τk be the sequence of renormalized trajectories (see Definition 2.2.7) and let us first verify
9
by induction on k that c(τk) = wk. Since sk is the sector of τk, n(τk) = νskτk and by definition
τk+1 = n(τk)
′, so that τk+1 = (νskτk)
′. Thus, if we know by inductive assumption that wk =
c(τk), using (9), (3) and Definition 2.4.2, we get
c(τk+1) = c
(
(νskτk)
′) = c(νskτk)′ = (πsk · c(τk))′ = (πsk · wk)′ = wk+1.
Thus, for each k ∈ N, we have wk = c(τk) and since s(τk) = sk and s(τk+1) = s(n(τk)′) = sk+1,
we can apply Lemma 5.1.1 to wk = c(τk), with i = sk and j = sk+1. Lemma 5.1.1 gives that wk
is coherent with respect to (sk, sk+1), concluding the proof.
5.2 Finding generation rules and inverting derivation
Just as the proof of Proposition 2.1.19 gave a geometric counterpart to derivation, the follow-
ing Proposition 5.2.1 gives a geometric counterpart to the operation of generation. Moreover,
the proof of Proposition 5.2.1 shows how the interpolating words and the generating rules in
Figure 9 can be explicitly found from the analysis of the renormalization operation described in
Proposition 4.1.1.
Proposition 5.2.1. Let w = c(τ) be the cutting sequence of a trajectory τ and assume that
s(τ) = k 6= 0. Let W be the cutting sequence of the trajectory Ψγτ . Then W = g0kw. In
particular, W is admissible in diagram 0 and W ′ = w.
Proposition 5.2.1 shows that when w is a cutting sequence, g0kw is also a cutting sequence and
in particular that it is the cutting sequence of the trajectory Ψγτ . More generally:
Corollary 5.2.2. Let w be as in Proposition 5.2.1. The generated word gikw is the cutting
sequence of the trajectory ν−1i Ψγτ .
9We remark that we cannot use Lemma 2.2.9 here since we are considering periodic words for which the
renormalization scheme in §2.2.1 is not well-defined. Moreover, if w is not periodic, we have to verify that the
sequence of renormalized words wk in Definition 2.4.2 (renormalized with respect to an abstract sequence s),
coincides with the words wk of the renormalization scheme in §2.2.1 when s is the sequence of sectors.
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Fig. 18 θ-sector θ′-sector B′ C′ D′
G0 θ ∈ Σ1 θD′ < θ˜ ≤ π/8 h B′ f f C′ h AD′A
G1 θ ∈ Σ2 ∪ Σ3 θC′ ≤ θ˜ ≤ θD′ h B′ f f C′ h e D′ i
G2 θ ∈ Σ4 ∪ Σ5 θB′ ≤ θ˜ ≤ θC′ h B′ f g C′ g e D′ i
G3 θ ∈ Σ6 ∪ Σ7 0 ≤ θ˜ ≤ θB′ i B′ e g C′ g e D′ i
Table 2: Auxiliary letters preceding and following each letter of c(τ˜).
We also remark that the operation of derivation is not uniquely invertible, since we have the
following.
Corollary 5.2.3. Given a cutting sequence w = c(τ) where s(τ) = 0, there exists cutting
sequences W1, W2, . . . ,W7 such that Wj is admissible in diagram j and W
′
j =W .
The Corollaries 5.2.2 and 5.2.3 are both proved in this section, after the proof of Proposition
5.2.1.
Proof of Proposition 5.2.1. Let us set τ˜ := Ψγτ , so we that, since Ψγ = Ψ
−1
γ by Corollary 3.2.3,
we can think of τ as Ψγ τ˜ . Let use denote by θ˜ be the direction of τ˜ and by W be the cutting
sequence of τ˜ with respect to O. Since by assumption θ ∈ [π/8, π] and since τ˜ = Ψγτ implies
that θ˜ = γ[θ], it follows that θ˜ ∈ γ [[π/8, π]] = Σ0. Thus, by Proposition 4.1.1, W ′ = w and
moreover w, if we prime the letters B,C,D, is also the cutting sequence of the trajectory Υ−1o τ˜
ontained by cut and paste (which is trajectory in O′ in the same direction θ˜) with respect to
the sides of O′ = γO labelled as in Figure 14. We will show that we can recover the sequence
W from the knowledge of w using generation.
Consider the auxiliary diagonals labelled by {e, f, g, h, i} inside O′ (refer to Figure 14) and
let c(τ˜) ∈ {A,B′, C ′,D′, e, f, g, h, i}Z be the augmented cutting sequence of Υ−1o τ˜ with respect
to both the sides of O′ and the auxiliary diagonals. Let 0 = θA′ < θB′ < θC′ < θD′ < π/8
denote the directions of the sides of O′ labelled by A,B′, C ′,D′ respectively (see Figure 14).
From Figure 14, reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 5.1.1, we see that if θ˜ < θB′ , then B
′ is
preceded and followed in c(τ˜ ) by i and e respectively, while if θ˜ > θB′ , B
′ is always preceded
and followed by h and f respectively. Similar conclusions can be obtained from Figure 14 for C ′
and D′. We summarize the conclusions in the last two columns of Table 2. From (30), recalling
that γ is an involution, we have the following correspondence of directions under the action of
γ (see Figure 17):
γ
[
Σ1
]
= [θD′ , π/8] , γ
[
Σ2 ∪ Σ3
]
= [θC′ , θD′ ] ,
γ
[
Σ4 ∪Σ5
]
= [θB′ , θC′ ] , γ
[
Σ6 ∪ Σ7
]
= [0, θB′ ] .
Using this correspondence and knowing the sector10 of θ, we can recover the order relation
between θ˜ and θA′ , θB′ , θC′ , θD′ and thus we can recover the auxiliary letters that precede and
follow in c(τ˜) each letter of w (with primed letters B′, C ′,D′ for B,C,D), as summarized in the
Table 2.
To conclude the proof, we want to describe the generation rules that allow us to recover the
word W from w. We know from the proof of Proposition 4.1.1 that W is obtained reading the
labels in diagram D˜ ′0 (Figure 15(a)) of the path given by c(τ˜ ) on D
′
0 (Figure 15(b)). Observe
10Let us remark that it is enough to know less than the sector Σk (or equivalently the type of w), i.e. it is
enough to know only in which of the four larger sectors Σ1, Σ2 ∪Σ3, Σ4 ∪Σ5 or Σ6 ∪Σ7 the direction θ belongs.
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(d) G3 for θ ∈ Σ6 ∪ Σ7
Figure 18: Graphs used to recover the generation rules.
that in D ′0 there are multiple arrows labelled with the same letter (for example both the edges
from i to e and from h to f are labelled by B′). Which arrow is used depends only on θ and
can be determined by using Table 2. For example, if θ < θB′ , looking at the last line of Table
2 we know that B′ is preceded by i and followed by e and this shows that B′-arrow used is the
one from i to e. Hence, according to the four sectors in Table 2, the set of arrows whose labels
give the letters B,C,D in W is the set of solid-line arrows in one of the four graphs G0, G1, G2
or G3 in Figure 18.
One can check that the graphs G0, G1, G2 or G3 have the following property. Given any two
solid arrows, there is a unique way of going from the ending vertex of one to the entering vertex
of the other using only dashed arrows and not going through the A vertex. Similarly, given A
and a solid arrow, there is a unique way of going from A to the entering vertex of the arrow or
from the exiting vertex of the arrow to the A vertex without using solid arrows. Thus, given
two letters L1, L2 ∈ {A,B,C,D}, let vLi , i = 1, 2, be the vertex labelled by A if Li = A and
let otherwise vL1 be the exiting vertex of the solid arrow labelled L1 and vL2 be the entering
vertex of the solid arrow labelled by L2. Let pL1L2 be the unique path which goes from vL1
to vL2 and does not use solid arrows nor goes through the A vertex. Reading off the labels of
the sides of pL1L2 , we obtain precisely the generation words wL1L2 in Figure 9. In order to find
the labels of one the edges of Dk, we use the appropriate graph for Σk, which (according to the
correspondence summarized in Table 2) is G[k/2]. For example, to interpolate between the solid
arrow labelled D and the solid arrow labelled B in G1 (see Figure 18(b)), one has to go through
dashed arrows labelled in order BCC and, since [3/2] = 1, this gives exactly the label of the
DB-edge in D3 in Figure 9(c). We leave to the reader the verification of the other interpolation
words.
Proof of Corollary 5.2.2. By Proposition 5.2.1, g0kw is the cutting sequence of Ψγτ . Since g
i
kw =
π−1i g
0
kw (see Definition 2.4.12), the Corollary follows from (3).
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Proof of Corollary 5.2.3. For k = 1, . . . , 7, consider the cutting sequences π−1k · w of the trajec-
tories ν−1k τ , whose sectors are all different from 0, since s(τ) = 0 and ν
−1
k maps Σ0 to Σk. Thus,
for each k = 1, . . . , 7, we can apply Proposition 5.2.1 to π−1k · w and obtain a cutting sequence
W˜k of type 0 such that (W˜k)
′ = π−1k · w. Let us set Wk := πk · W˜k. Thus, for each k = 1, . . . , 7,
we have that Wk is of type k by construction and that (Wk)
′ = w since derivation commutes
with the action of permutations (see Remark 2.1.17).
5.3 Generating rules and coherence
In this section we prove Lemma 2.4.13 and Proposition 2.4.20 and show that the coherence
conditions allow us to fully recover the generation rules. Let us remark that in Proposition 5.2.1
we showed how to recover generation rules for words which are cutting sequences and thus we
could use geometric considerations. Here we assume only that w is an infinitely coherent word.
In this section we also give the proof of Lemma 2.4.4, which is based on Lemma 2.4.13.
Proof of Lemma 2.4.13. Let us first show that if w = gijv, where v ∈ Aj, then v = n(w)′.
Indeed, since w is of type i, by Definition 2.4.12 and by Lemma 2.4.11, we have that n(w)′ =
(πi · gijv)′ = (g0jv)′ = v.
Let us now show that if w can be written as gijv where v ∈ Aj , then w is coherent with
respect with (i, j). Let us verify the conditions in Definition 2.4.1. Clearly w is of type i and,
as we just proved, n(w)′ = v where v is by assumption is admissible in diagram j, so that
(C0) and (C2) in Definition 2.4.1 of coherence are satisfied. Let us remark that n(w) = gj0v
and that, by Lemma 2.4.11 and Definition 2.4.9, the sandwiched letters in n(w) are exactly the
letters of v, hence are given by the labels of the vertices of the path described by n(w) on Dj
in Figure 9. Thus, to check (C1) and (C3), it is enough to verify that, for each j = 1, . . . , 7, the
generation rules in diagram Dj in Figure 9 are such that the letters corresponding to vertices
are sandwiched exactly as in the group G[j/2] in Definition 2.4.1.
Now we prove that if w is coherent with respect with (i, j), then, if we set W := n(w) and
v := W ′ = n(w)′, w can be written in the form gjiv where v = n(w)
′ ∈ Aj. Given w coherent
with respect to (i, j), We know by (C2) in Definition 2.4.1 that v is of type j. Let us show that
W = g0jv. Since W = n(w) = πi · w because w is of type i (by (C0) in Definition 2.4.1), this
is enough to show that w = π−1i · g0jv = gijv (recall Definition 2.4.12) and hence conclude the
proof.
Since W is admissible in diagram 0 and its derived sequence is v, let us start by listing all
possible ways of interpolating a transition in v by a path on D0 which does not contain any
other sandwiched letter. Because of the structure of D0 (refer to Figure 6(a)), the requirement
of avoiding sandwiched letters leaves only the possibilities listed in Table 3 (where the letters
which belong to v are written in bold fonts to distinguish them from the interpolating letters).
Let us justify for example the entry corresponding to the transition AC, which shows all ways
of interpolating between a sandwiched A and a sandwiched C. A path in D0 which starts
from A, goes to D: if after D there were another A then D would be sandwiched, hence there
has to be a B and similarly after B there is a C (otherwise the B would be sandwiched). If
after C there is another B then C is sandwiched and thus the interpolation word is complete
and is DB. There could also be another C. In this case, there has to be an additional C,
so that the first C is C-sandwiched: ADBCCB cannot be completed in any other way, since
ADBCCBC, ADBCCBDB and ADBCCBDAD all contain another sandwiched letter (B, D
or A respectively).
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A B C D
A ADBCCBDA
ADB ADBC AD
ADBCCB ADBCC ADBCCBD
B
BDA
BCCB
BC BD
BCCBDA BCC BCCBD
C
CBDA CB
CC
CBD
CCBDA CCB CCBD
D
DA DB DBC
DBCCBD
DBCCBDA DBCCB DBCC
Table 3: Possible interpolations of type 0 of sandwiched transitions.
Since v =W ′ = n(w)′ and v is admissible in diagram j, conditions (C1) and (C3) in Definition
2.4.1 imply that all sandwiched letters in W belong to G[j/2]. This requirement determines the
interpolation, since when in an entry in Table 3 there appear two possible interpolations, they
correspond to two different ways of sandwiching a letter: for example, there are two possible
interpolations of the transition AC, but ADBC can be used only if C is B-sandwiched and
hence belongs to the groups G0 or G1, while ADBCC only if C is C-sandwiched and hence in
G2 or G3. This leads once again to the generation rules in Figure 9 and thus (recalling Definition
2.4.9) shows that W = g0jv.
Proof of Proposition 2.4.20. Let us first show that, given any s0, . . . , sk ∈ {0, . . . , 7} and w = w0
and letting wl, for l = 1, . . . , k, be the renormalized words in Definition 2.4.2, wl is (sl, sl+1)-
coherent for all l = 0, . . . , k − 1 if and only if
w = gs0s1g
s1
s2 . . . g
sk−2
sk−1g
sk−1
sk wk. (31)
If (31) holds, using that if w = gijv then v = n(w)
′ (see Lemma 2.4.13) and Definition 2.4.2, one
can see by induction on l = 0, . . . , k−1 that wl = gslsl+1 . . . g
sk−1
sk wk. Thus, wl is (sl, sl+1)-coherent
by Lemma 2.4.13. Conversely, let us assume that wl is (sl, sl+1)-coherent for all l = 0, . . . , k− 1
and prove (31) by induction on l. The inductive assumption gives w = gs0s1 . . . g
sl−1
sl wl. Since wl
is (sl, sl+1)-coherent, by Lemma 2.4.13, wl = g
sl
sl+1
(n(wl)
′) and by Definition 2.4.2, this gives
w = gs0s1 . . . g
sl
sl+1
wl+1.
It follows that w is infinitely coherent with respect with {sk}k∈N iff for each k ∈ N w can
be expressed as (31), which equivalently means that w ∈ G (s0, . . . , sk). Hence w is infinitely
coherent with respect with {sk}k∈N iff it belongs to the intersection (21).
Let us now prove the equivalence with (22). If w is infinitely coherent, we just showed that
it belongs to the intersection (21) for some s ∈ S∗, thus it is in (22). Conversely, let w be in
(22). Then for each k ∈ N there exists sk0 , sk1, . . . , skk such that w ∈ G (sk0, . . . , skk), but, fixed
i, ski could a priori depend on k. Since s
k
0 can assume only finitely many values, there exist
s0 ∈ {0, . . . , 7} and a subsequence {kj}j∈N such that skj0 = s0 for all j. The proof of Lemma
2.4.4 shows that, for a fixed j, the sequence s
kj
i , i = 0, . . . , kj , is determined by s
kj
0 = s0 up
to the ambiguity described in Lemma 2.4.4 (ii). Thus, passing to a further subsequence, there
exists s = {sk}k∈N ∈ S∗ such that w ∈ G (s0, . . . , skj) for all j ∈ N. Since the sets G (s0, . . . , sk)
are nested, w is in their intersection over all k. Thus, by the characterization proved in the first
part of the argument, w is infinitely coherent with respect to s.
Proof of Lemma 2.4.4. Let us first prove that if w is coherent with respect to (i, j), then j is
uniquely determined by i unless n(w)′ is periodic of period 1 or 2. Equivalently, by Lemma
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2.4.13, we have to prove that if w = gijv for some v ∈ Aj, 1 ≤ j ≤ 7, then j is uniquely
determined by i unless v is periodic of period 1 or 2. Observe that if the word v = n(w)′ is not
periodic of period 1 or 2, it contains at least two distinct transitions of the form L1L2 and L2L3,
where {L1, L2} 6= {L2, L3}. From w = gjiv, we can read off the corresponding interpolating
words wL1,L2 and wL2,L3 .
From Figure 9, one can check that given two interpolating words w = wL1,L2 and w
′ = wL′1,L′2
(possibly empty words), if {L1, L2} 6= {L′1, L′2}, there is a unique diagram Dj in which both w
and w′ appear as interpolating words. We leave this verification to the reader. Clearly, the same
assertion remains true if we apply π−1i to all the interpolating words in Figure 9 (which means
that we compare all interpolating words than correspond to the operators gij for j = 1, . . . , 7).
Thus, if v is not periodic of period 1 or 2 and, as already remarked, we can read off from w = gijv
two interpolating words wL1,L2 , wL2,L3 , {L1, L2} 6= {L2, L3}, occurring in gjiv, this shows that j
is determined.
Let us now consider a word w which is infinitely coherent with respect to {sk}k∈N ∈ S∗.
By Definition 2.4.3, each wk is coherent with respect to (sk, sk+1). Thus, by induction, given
s0 each sk is uniquely determined, unless wk+1 = n(wk)
′ is periodic of period 1 or 2. In this
case, w is also periodic since it is obtained by applying the composed operator gs0s1 . . . g
sk
sk+1
wk+1
which takes periodic words to periodic words. Thus, if w is not periodic, all sk with k ≥ 1 are
uniquely determined by s0, proving (i).
If on the other hand there exists a k such that wk is periodic of period 1 or 2, assume that
k is the first such k. Observe first that, reasoning as above, s1, . . . , sk−1 are determined by s0.
Since periodic words of period 1 or 2 are fixed points under derivation, recalling Definition 2.4.2
we have wk+1 = (πsk · wk)′ = πsk · wk. Thus wk+1 is admissible in diagram 0 and is periodic
of period 1 or 2. One can check from Figure 6 that this implies that either wk+1 ∈ {AD,BC}
(Case a) or wk+1 ∈ {DB,C} (Case b). Since wk+1 is coherent with respect to (sk+1, sk+2), it
is admissible in diagram sk+1 (by (C0) in Definition 2.4.1). In Case a, we see from Figure 6
that wk+1 is admissible in diagram 0 and in diagram 1. Since sk+1 = 0 is excluded because
{sk}k∈N ∈ S∗, this shows that sk+1 = 1. Moreover, in Case a wk+1 is also a fixed point for
the action of π1, so that wk+2 = (π1 · wk+1)′ = wk+1. Repeating the same considerations by
induction, we get that sk = 1 for each k > k. In Case b, one can see that wk+1 is admissible
in diagram 0 and in diagram 7 and, reasoning in the same way, conclude that sk = 7 for each
k > k. This concludes the proof of (ii).
5.4 Approximation by periodic cutting sequences and closure
In this section we first prove that infinitely coherent words can be approximated by periodic
cutting sequences, giving the proofs of Lemma 2.4.18, Proposition 2.4.21 and Corollary 2.4.22.
We then give the proof of Theorem 2.4.8.
Proof of Lemma 2.4.18. Let w = gs0s1 . . . g
sk−1
sk u, where u ∈ Psk . By Remark 2.4.15, u is admis-
sible in either Dsk−1,sk or Dsk,sk+1 in Figure 7 (where the indexes should be intended modulo 7).
Thus, one can find a periodic trajectory τsk in direction πsk/8 or π(sk+1)π/8 such that u = c(τsk)
(see Remark 2.1.10). Let us recursively define, for j = 0, . . . k − 1, τsk−(j+1) := ν−1sk−(j+1)Ψγτsk−j .
Using Lemma 5.2.2 and induction, one can show that g
sk−j
sk−(j+1) . . . g
sk−1
sk u is the cutting sequence
of the trajectory τsk−(j+1) . For j = k − 1, this shows that w is the cutting sequence of the peri-
odic trajectory τs0 . Since moreover each map of the form ν
−1Ψγ sends periodic trajectories to
periodic trajectories, τ0 is a periodic trajectory. The proof is concluded by setting τ := τ0.
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Proof of Proposition 2.4.21. Let u be a finite subword of a word w infinitely coherent with
respect to {sk}k∈N ∈ S∗. Let wk be the words in Definition 2.4.2. Let uk be the subword of wk
(possibly empty) of letters of u which survive as letters in wk (see Example 5.4.1 below).
If uk is not empty and not all letters of uk are sandwiched, uk+1 is strictly shorter than
uk (since the action of permutations do not change the property of being sandwiched and non-
sandwiched letters are erased by derivation). Thus, either there exists a k such that all letters
of uk are sandwiched and hence uk has the same number of letters as uk for all k ≥ k (let us
call this situation Case (i)), or there exists k such that k + 1 is the minimum k ∈ N for which
uk is empty (Case (ii)).
Let us show that in both cases uk is realized by some periodic trajectory τk. In Case (i),
since all letters of uk are sandwiched, either uk = LLL · · ·L or uk = L1L2L1L2 · · ·Li (i = 1, 2).
In this case, we define τk to be the periodic trajectory realizing the transition LL or L1L2, which
has direction lπ/8 for some 0 ≤ l < 8 (see Figure 7 and Remark 2.1.10). In Case (ii), consider
the normal form sequence πs
k
· wk and let L1 be the last sandwiched letter of πsk · wk before
the occurrence of the subword πs
k
· uk and L2 be the first sandwiched letter after πsk · uk (see
Example 5.4.1 below). Since by construction there are no other sandwiched letters in between,
wk+1 = (πsk · wk)′ contains the transition L1L2 and is admissible in diagram sk+1 6= 0 by
definition of coherence. Let τ be a periodic trajectory admissible in diagram sk+1 realizing
L1L2. By Lemma 2.4.13, πs
k
· wk = g0sk+1wk+1 and the subword of πsk · wk between L1 and L2
is obtained by interpolating L1L2 by the generation word w
s
k+1
L1L2
on diagram Ds
k+1
in Figure 9.
Consider the trajectory Ψγτ : by Proposition 5.2.1, c(Ψγτ) = g
0
s
k+1
c(τ ) and since c(τ ) contains
the transition L1L2, c(Ψγτ) contains w
s
k+1
L1L2
and in particular the subword πs
k
· uk. In other
words, Ψγτ realizes πs
k
· uk and, by (3), if we define τk := ν−1sk Ψγτ , then τk realizes uk.
Let us show by induction that if τk realizes uk for some k ≥ 1, then τk−1 := ν−1sk−1Ψγτk realizes
uk−1. By Definition 2.4.3, wk−1 is coherent with respect to (sk−1, sk) and by Lemma 2.4.13, this
means equivalently that wk−1 = g
sk−1
sk v for some v admissible in diagram sk. Reasoning as in
the proof of Proposition 2.4.20, we can see that v = wk and wk−1 = g
sk−1
sk wk. This implies that
uk−1 = gsk−1sk uk. Make the inductive assumption that uk is realized by τk, or in other words that
c(τk) contains the finite word uk. Let us remark that wk and thus uk are admissible on diagram
sk 6= 0 by definition of coherence. Consider Ψγτk. By Proposition 5.2.1, c(Ψγτk) = g0skc(τk), thus
c(Ψγτk) contains in particular the interpolated word g
0
sk
uk. By (3), τk−1 = ν−1sk−1Ψγτk contains
π−1k−1 · g0skuk = g
sk−1
sk uk (Definition 2.4.12) and since we showed above that uk−1 = g
sk−1
sk uk, this
shows that τk−1 realizes uk−1. For k = 1, we get a trajectory τ := τ0 that realizes u0 = u.
Let us now prove (23). Notice that, both in Case (i) and in Case (ii), the trajectory τk is
periodic of period 1 or 2 and admissible in diagram sk, thus c(τk) ∈ Psk . We showed that u is a
subword of the word c(τ). Since c(τ) is obtained from c(τk) ∈ Psk by applying the composition
of operators gs0s1 . . . g
sj−1
sj . . . g
s
k−1
s
k
, this shows that c(τ) is in P(s0, . . . , sk) and thus it belongs to
the union in (23), concluding the proof.
Example 5.4.1. Consider the word w in Example 2.2.3 and let u = u0 = AAADBDBCBD be
its subword. Then u1 = CCDBAB, u2 = A and k = 2. Moreover π2 · u2 = B is a subword
of π2 · w2 = n(w2) = . . . CBCCBDAD · · · (where π2 · u2 is in bold font), hence the preceeding
sandwiched letter is L1 = B and the following sandwiched letter is L2 = A.
Proof of Corollary 2.4.22. Since for each arbitrarily long finite subword u of w the second part
of Proposition 2.4.21 gives an element of some Pk which contains u, the Corollary follows simply
by the definition of topology on A Z (see [LM95]).
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Proof of Theorem 2.4.8. Let IC denote the set of infinitely coherent words in A Z, CS the set of
cutting sequences and CS be its closure. In order to show that CS = IC, one has to show that
CS ⊂ IC, that IC is closed and that CS is dense in IC. Proposition 2.4.5 states that cutting
sequences are infinitely coherent with respect to their sequences of sectors {sk}k∈Z, which are
in S∗ by Corollary 2.2.20, thus the inclusion CS ⊂ IC holds. By Proposition 2.4.20, IC can
be equivalently expressed as the countable intersection of finite unions (22). Since the set Ak of
admissible words in diagram k is a subshift of finite type, Ak is closed (see for example Chapter
6, [LM95]). Moreover, one can check that the operators gij are Lipschiz, since if u, v ∈ A have
a common subword, the interpolated words giju and g
i
jv have an even longer common subword.
Thus, the sets G (s0, . . . , sk) in (22), being the image of a closed set under a continuous map,
are closed. Since, in (22) for each k one considers a finite union of closed sets, IC is a countable
intersection of closed sets and thus is closed. Finally, Corollary 2.4.22 combined with Lemma
2.4.18 show that cutting sequences of periodic trajectories (thus in particular cutting sequences)
are dense in IC.
6 Regular 2n-gons
In this section we briefly sketch how our results for the regular octagon generalize to a regular
polygon with an even number of sides. Let O2n be a regular polygon with 2n sides, for n ≥ 3.
The case n = 2, which corresponds to the square, was described in section §1.2 and follows
a somewhat different pattern from the other polygons. The sides of O2n can be identified by
glueing pairs of opposite parallel sides. Let us denote the pairs, in clockwise order, by the
letters L1, . . . , Ln. We will denote this alphabet by An = {L1, . . . , Ln}. Let S2n denote the
surface obtained from O2n by making these identifications. Let V ⊂ S2n be the set of points
corresponding to vertices. The formulation of the results will differ slightly according to whether
n = 2k is even or n = 2k + 1 is odd. If n = 2k is even then S2n is a surface of genus k where
V consists of a single point with cone angle 2π(n − 1). If n = 2k + 1 is odd then S2n is a
surface of genus k where V consists of two points both with cone angle 2πk = π(n − 1). Note
that when n = 3 the surface S6 is the torus and the set V consists of two non-singular points.
When we refer to the Veech group in this case we mean the Veech group of S6 consisting of toral
automorphisms which take V to itself. This will be a subgroup of index two in the Veech group
of the torus.
6.1 Veech group and transition diagrams
Isometries. The group D2n of isometries of O2n is generated by the reflection αn in the hori-
zontal axis and the reflection βn in the slanted line forming and angle π/2n with the horizontal.
Let ν0, . . . , ν2n−1 be the elements of D2n given by11 νi = (αβ)k if i = 2k and νi = (βα)kβ if
i = 2k+1. The element νi brings the sector Σ
(n)
i := [πi/2n, π(i+1)/2n] to Σ
(n)
0 := [0, π/2n]. Let
π0, . . . , π2n−1 be the corresponding induced permutations (see Definition 2.1.1) on the elements
of An.
Veech group. As in the case of the octagon, an additional element in the Veech group of
O2n can be obtained acting by simultaneous Dehn twists in a cylinder decomposition. If n =
2k+1, O2n can be cut and pasted into k horizontal cylinders, all of which have inverse modulus
µn := 2 cot(π/2n). If n = 2k, O2n can be decomposed into k cylinders, k− 1 of modulus µn and
11One can verify that if n = 4 these elements coincide with the ones defined in (2).
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one of modulus µn/2. One can obtain a globally well defined affine diffeomorphism Ψσn whose
derivative is given by
DΨσn := σn :=
(
1 2 cot(π/2n)
0 1
)
.
This diffeomorphism is a shear which acts as a Dehn twist on the cylinders of modulus µn and
acts as the square of a Dehn twist on the cylinder of modulus µn/2. Let γn = σnνn be the
corresponding affine reflection with axes in the horizontal and π/2n directions. Let Ψγn be the
corresponding affine automorphism, obtained by composing γn with a cut and paste map Υ
(which is again uniquely determined since one can prove as in Lemma 3.2.2 that the kernel of
the Veech homomorphism is trivial). Veech proved that V +(O2n) is generated by σn and ρpi/2n.
Reasoning as in §3.2, one can prove that V (O2n) is generated by αn, βn, γn.
Transitions diagrams. The structure of the transition diagram Dn0 (according to the parity)
for a trajectory in Σ
n
0 = [0, π/2n] is given by the diagram in Figure 19. The other transition
diagrams Dn1 , . . . ,D
n
2n−1 are obtained by permuting the letters by πk, k = 1, . . . , 2n − 1.
L
k+2
L
k
L
k+1
L
1
L
2k 1
L
2k
L
2
: : : L
j
: : :L
2k+1 j
(a) The diagram Dn0 for O2n when n = 2k is even.
L
k
L
k+2
L
k+1
L
1
L
2k
L
2k+1
: : :L
2
L
j
: : :L
2k+2 j
(b) The diagram Dn0 for O2n when n = 2k + 1 is odd.
Figure 19: The basic transition diagram for a regular 2n-gon, n = 2k or n = 2k + 1.
6.2 Derived sequences and 2n-gon Farey map
Let us say that a sequence is admissible if it corresponds to an infinite path on one of the graphs
Dn0 , . . . ,D
n
2n−1. We derive a sequence as we did before by deleting all letters which are not
sandwiched. The necessary condition for cutting sequences in terms of derivability in Theorem
2.1.20 holds for any 2n-gon.
Theorem 6.2.1. An infinite cutting sequence in a regular 2n-gon is infinitely derivable.
Similarly, the direction recognition Theorem 2.3.1 extends to O2n, where the sequence of
diagrams is now a sequence in {0, . . . , 2n − 1}N and the corresponding 2n-gon Farey map is a
piecewise expanding map with 2n branches given by
F (n)(θ) := cot−1 ((γnνi) [cot θ]) if θ ∈ Σni , i = 0, . . . , 2n − 1.
We have an additive continued fraction algorithm as before. Any θ ∈ [0, π] corresponds to
an infinite sequence [s0; s1, . . .] with s0 ∈ {0, . . . , n− 1} and sk ∈ {1, . . . , n− 1} for k > 0, which
is given by its Farey itinerary.
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Theorem 6.2.2. An infinite non-periodic cutting sequence determines its direction uniquely via
a Farey itinerary.
Let us say that a direction is terminating if its itinerary with respect to the 2n-gon Farey-
map is eventually 1 or eventually n − 1. One can show (as in Proposition 2.3.2) that a cutting
sequence c(τ) if periodic if and only if the direction of τ is terminating.
Remark 6.2.3. The holonomy field or trace field for S2n is the field Q[cos (π/n)] (see [HS04]). In
general the holonomy field does not necessarily correspond to the slopes of terminating directions
(as in the octagon, see Theorem 2.3.3) if n is different from 3 or 4 (see [Leu67], [Leu74]).
6.2.1 Complexity of cutting sequences
Let us recall the argument which shows that all the words that we are considering have linear
complexity.
Proposition 6.2.4. If we fixed a direction, the number of words of length ℓ appearing as sub-
words of bi-infinite cutting sequences in that direction is bounded above by (n − 1)ℓ + 1. If the
direction is non-terminating, then the number of words of length ℓ that appear is (n − 1)ℓ+ 1.
Proof. This follows from the fact that we can realize the flow in a fixed direction as a special flow
over an interval exchange transformation on n intervals, so that cutting sequences coincide with
symbolic coding of orbits of the interval exchange transformation with respect to the natural
partition into subintervals. The number of words of length ℓ is given by the number of intervals in
the ℓ-th iterate of this interval exchange transformation and this is bounded above by (n−1)ℓ+1
(see [CFS80]). If the direction is non-terminating, cutting sequence are not periodic and the
Veech dichotomy implies that there are no saddle connections. This means that the interval
exchange transformation satisfies the Keane condition and in this case we have equality (see
again [CFS80]).
6.3 Coherence and closure
The characterization of cutting sequences can also be generalized to 2n-gons. Let π→n be the
permutation of An induced by the vertical reflection (see Definition 2.1.1) and π
↑
n be the one
induced by a reflection in an axis forming a angle of π/2n with respect to the vertical (i.e. an
angle π/2 + π/2n with respect to the horizontal). We have
π→n = (L2Ln)(L3Ln−1) . . . (LjLn+2−j) . . . (LkLk+2)(Lk+1), if n = 2k;
π→n = (L2Ln)(L3Ln−1) . . . (LjLn+2−j) . . . (Lk+1Lk+2), if n = 2k + 1;
π↑n = (L1Ln)(L2Ln−1) . . . (LjLn+1−j) . . . (Lk+1Lk), if n = 2k;
π↑n = (L1Ln)(L2Ln−1) . . . (LjLn+1−j) . . . (LkLk+2)(Lk+1), if n = 2k + 1;
(32)
Coherence The coherence Definition 2.4.1 is generalized as follows (see also §6.3.1 below for
more insight on this Definition).
Definition 6.3.1 (Coherence for O2n). A word w ∈ A Zn is coherent if there exists a pair (i, j)
of indexes in {0, . . . , 2n − 1} such that :
(C0)′ The word w is admissible in diagram i;
If we normalize w by setting n(w) := πi · w, then:
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LiLi LiL2k+1−iLi+1L2k−i . . . Lk+2LkLk+1Lk+1LkLk+2 . . . L2k+1−iLi
LiLj
LiL2k+1−iLi+1L2k−i . . .Lj
LiL2k+1−iLi+1L2k−i . . . Lk+2LkLk+1Lk+1LkLk+2 . . . L2k+1−jLj
Table 4: Interpolations for n = 2k, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
LiLi LiL2k+2−iLi+1L2k+1−i . . . LkLk+2Lk+1Lk+1Lk+2Lk . . . L2k+2−iLi
LiLj
LiL2k+2−iLi+1L2k+1−i . . .Lj . . .Lj
LiL2k+2−iLi+1L2k+1−i . . . LkLk+2Lk+1Lk+1Lk+2Lk . . . L2k+2−jLj
Table 5: Interpolations for n = 2k + 1, 1 ≤ i < j ≤ n.
(C1)′ The sandwiched letters which occur in n(w) fall into one of the groups Gn0 , . . . , G
n
n−1, where
Gl :=
{
Lj is π
↑
n(Lj)− sandwiched for 1 ≤ j ≤ n− l,
Lj is π
→
n (Lj)− sandwiched for n− l < l ≤ n
}
;
(C2)′ The derived sequence n(w)′ is admissible in a diagram j ∈ {1, . . . , 7};
(C3)′ The indices k and j (defined in (C1)′ and (C2)′ respectively) are related by the formula
k = [j/2].
The Definition of infinite coherence is then analogous to Definition 2.4.3. Using this definition
of coherence, Proposition 2.4.5 on infinite coherence of cutting sequences holds and one can give
a characterization of the closure of cutting sequences (see Theorem 6.3.2 below).
Generation rules. In view of the structure of the diagram Dn0 , one can write two Tables
(according to the parity of n) analogous to the Table 3, whose entries LiLi and LiLj for i < j
have the form shown in Tables 4 and 5 (compare with Figure 19, each entry corresponds to a
path which does not contain any sandwiched letter). Generation rules which generalize the ones
in Figure 9 can thus be obtained by labelling the graphs Dn1 , . . . ,D
n
2n−1 with the interpolation
words given in Tables 4 and 5, where the interpolation word is chosen from the multiple entries in
the Tables as follows: the generation words which appear in Dnk , 1 ≤ k ≤ 2n−1 are such that all
letters are sandwiched according to group G[k/2]. This determines one interpolation word in each
entry of Tables 4 and 5. These allow us to define generation operators gji , 0 ≤ i, j ≤ 2n−1, as in
Definition 2.4.9 and 2.4.12. Using these generation operators to get the analogue of Proposition
5.2.1, one can prove a characterization of finite words in a cutting sequence and prove the
following analogue of Theorem 2.4.8 and Proposition 2.4.20 for regular 2n-gons.
Theorem 6.3.2. The closure of the set of cutting sequences for the regular 2n-gon coincides with
the set of infinitely coherent words. Equivalently, the closure is described in terms of generation
operators as ⋂
k∈N
⋃
0≤s0≤2n−1
1≤s1,...,sk≤2n−1
{
g
s0
s1g
s1
s2 . . . g
sk−2
sk−1g
sk−1
sk u, u ∈ Ask
}
.
where As are the words admissible in D
n
s , 0 ≤ s ≤ 2n− 1.
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6.3.1 On the definition of coherence
Let us add a few comments to justify the definition (C1)′ and sketch how to reproduce the proof
of Proposition 2.4.5 for O2n. Consider the affine polygon O
′
2n := ΨγnO2n. If we apply a shear
which fixes horizontal lines and sends lines of slope π/2n to vertical lines, the affine polygon can
be represented as a staircase of rectangles, as shown in Figure 20, where opposite parallel sides
are identified and the staircase contains exactly two copies of O2n. While the bottom left-top
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Figure 20: The staircase representation of an affine 2n-gon.
right diagonals of each rectangle are sides of O′2n, the opposite ones are sides of O2n. We remark
that the letters labelling the two diagonals of each rectangle are same, one being a letter of the
original cutting sequence, the other being a letter of the derived sequence.
The permutations π→n and π
↑
n contain the following information12. If the rectangle Rj has
a diagonal labelled by Lj , then the rectangle vertically adjacent to it has diagonals labelled
π↑(Lj), while the diagonals of the rectangle horizontally next to it are labelled by π→(Lj).
Hence, denoting by θ′j the angle of the side of O
′
2n labelled by Lj, reasoning as in the proof
of Proposition 2.4.5 in §5.1, one can see that if θ′ > θ′j then the letter Lj is π↑(Lj)-sandwiched
while if θ′ < θ′j then Lj is π→(Lj)-sandwiched. As in §5.1 (see Table 1), the group Gnl lists the
sandwiched letters corresponding to θ′n−l < θ
′ < θ′n−l+1 (setting θ
′
n+1 := π/2n) and this explains
the definition of groups given in (C1)′.
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